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Mexico
investigates
pipeline blast
that killed 28
if IL ORIONNIO atilITILLO
Aesocisied Press
SAN MAJMN TEXMELUCAN. Mexico (AP) — Zoyla
Perez awoke before dawn to a
strange. overpowering smell,
like gasoline. Outside the
emend looked as if it were
flowing in ex, as crude gushing
from a pipeline Nebeldown the
stmet sad into a river.
Suddenly flames leapt skyward as a massive explosion
laid wade so pats of this city in
emend Mexico, incinerating
people,can. homes and mis.
"ft was Ilke we watt living in
40 Inferno." said Perez, 27.
"Everything was covered in
meteke."
At least 2$ people were killed,
13 of than delete, in it disaster authorities blamed on oil
thieves. Al least 52 people were
hem and 34 remeisted in a shelter Ine &May after tlesiag San
Mania, which is about 55 mode'
(90 Wonders)east of Mexico
City. More than 115 hones
mete scotched, 32 of them
dedroped.
Though Perez imanseed to
*cape with her .baibend and
three ciddren, her beteme-inlaw's reunify ,!AfraO messing.
People sobbed ;as finfighen
paled chewed bodies from she
ficimated hones. some of the
nada* heely nose than piles
atsass mid bases.
Aseherities,
iaciuding
Centro& sed

fessitraid Plea
Mosey closely, nth
a hIgh neer 47. South southeast
Wind beam Vend 13 mph.
Nand* MO* A 40 percent
dame0/relkftwak** saw midnight Cloudyjah a low around
Mk ONO sOuthweat wind
beelent•and it mph,
lbsedir Mos* cloudy. with
it Nall new 50. A 30 wow*
chows d rain. mainly beim
float Southwest wind 6 to 9
ing northwest
Night: Mostly
doulk,'AM a low around 29.
Mare northwest wind botusen 6
and IMph.
9.1111609adap: Partly sunny,
high new 42. North noMhsv=i0bebrietin land 9mph.

itzT

Top Democrat
predicts Senate
will OK arms
control treaty
McConnell, Senate
Minority Leader, says
he will oppose accord
SW BOMA CASSIOn
Amodated lomos
WASHINGTON (AP)- A top Democrat
predicted Monday that the Senate will
approve a new arms control treaty with
Russia, but conceded that it will take
"house by house combat" to collect
enough
votes
from
recalcitrant
RePublicams to prevail.
The comments by Sen. Charles Schumer,
D-N:Y., cane a day after Senate Minority
Leader Mitch McConnell, R-Ky.. said he
would oppose the accord, complicating
President &rack Oberao's prospects for
achieving his top fonipt policy priority.
Schomer said Desnocrats have DOM
peeked up the support of GOP Sen. Thad
Codwan Miuisaipps. and said he thinks
Democrats will get the 67 votes the
Constitution requires to ratify a treaty. He
said Democrats will need nine or 10
Republican votes to prevail.
'Ws going to be a real slog, house by
house combat if you
Schumer told
ABCs "Good Morning America.' "But I
think well be there."

KYSER LOUGH / Ledger& Times

SC1141411 &Mkt*

TAM'Pews.of Cecelia. hangs an during the bull riding porton of a Kentucky High School
Rodeo hold Sundsty
at the Meat 1111" Cherry Ag Expo Center at Away Stale Unversity. Pence wasn't able
to hold on for the kit
eigla seconds and reoehmid no scare. Wow.Auffin Chappell. of Dawson Springs. gets a face-to-fac
e look at
his bull Mar being thrown ell &sing the bull tieing event. Chappell finished with no score.

II See Page 2

County unemployment
rate repotted as one of
lowest rates in the state
Op WWI 111111111
,
Sad Misr
K.entucky's jobless rate rose slightly in
November to 10.2 percent, up from 10 percem in Octobee
Office of Employment and Training statistics released Friday show 1Cestatty's
economy spettered in November, keeping
the state jobless rale above the National
level of 9.1I percent, according to the
Associated Press. The Ames annual jobless rate jumped so a 26-year high of 10.5
pennat is 2009.
According to Workforce Kentucky statistics, Calioway County's non-seasomally •
adjusted maemploymed rate WO reported

•See Page 2

McGaughey,Valentine
speakers at w
Oaesid hem.Latfor
Adminsmation (PPABA) preOr. Bob McGaeghey and gram in *Wesson daisf.
Bob Veheatine. faculty men
McGassehey, a retied proben in the Depwunent of femor.sad former channel of
Journalism
and
Mess the JMC Defusing*.bar Items
Cemmunications at Murray a member of des Amity since
31tese Uaiversity, condoned a 1969. He has beam limed both
workshop for Kentucky the Max Cannon Outstanding
lbstension Agents and their 'leacher and the Distinguished
staffs Dec. 3 at Barkley Lake Professor by the MSU Alumni
Park.
Association.
Thu ageatx and staffs were
In 1967 he was named doe
from District 7, which covers Prank
Stanton
Fellow
the hardline and Peenyrile (Distinguished
Broadcast
egione
Rote:sof by 60 Inter:Model
McGaughey and Valentine Radio and TV Society.
covered problems and 'doValentine, who joined the
does in effectively communi- faculty in 1974, teaches advercating with meetings, tele- tising and the beginning
phones, face-to-face, e-mail comae for all of the melon in
and other social media,
the!MC Department. He was
The two also taught the firm selected as the Regents
course of the Professional
Meow
of
Business •See Page 2
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KYSER LOUGH I Lodge(& 71mes
MOM INIMNICE A group of little princesses gather at Playhouse In the Park while rehearsing for their final Royal Dance during a Snow Sall held Saturday morning. The girls had tea
time, learned the Royal Dance, dressed up and had their photos taken during the event.
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•Top Dems; arms control treaty...
From Front
On Sunday, McConnell criticized the treaty's verification
system and expressed concern
that the pact would limit U.S.
missile defense options even
though Obama insisted Saturday
that the treaty imposes no
restrictions on the system aimed
at protecting the United States
and its allies from ballistic missile attacksUndeterred by McConnell's
opposition, Majority Leader
Harry Reid, D-Nev., ansounced
Sunday night that the Senate
would vote Tuesday to end
debate on the treaty and move to

Mc.20
6 shopping
days IN Christmas

a final vote.
"It is time to move forward on
a treaty that will help reverse
nuclear proliferation and make it
harder for terrorists to get their
hands on a nuclear weapon,"
Reid said, adding that the debate
soon will come down to a simple choice: you either want to
keep nuclear weapons out of the
hands of terrorists, or you
don't."
A sixth day of debate was
scheduled for Monday that
included a closed session to distun intelligence issues.
The White House and
Democrats are determined to
win approval of the treaty before
January, when Republicans
increase their numbers in the
Senate, dimming its outlook.
Diming a rare Sunday session of
the Senate, Democrats turned
back a GOP amendment to
change the treaty, which would
have effectively killed it.
Just weeks after Obsess's.selfdescribed *shellacking in the
Nov. 2 midterm elections, ratification of the natty would cap a
string of political victories for
the White House. Congress
endorsed the president's tax

compromise with Republicans
and voted Saturday to repeal the
military's ban on openly gay servicemembers.
While McConnell's opposition
did not come as a surprise, it
unnerved the treaty's backers.
who wondered how hard he
would work to defeat the
accord. Treaties require a twothiads majority of those voting
in die Senate. and Republican
votes are critical to Obaina's
success in getting the landmark
*pennant.
Democrats expect to get 57
votes from their caucus. with
Sen. Ron W'yden.D-Ore., absent
next weak due to cancer surgery.
Four Republican senators —
Richard Lugar of Iodises.
Olympia Snowe and Sinai
Collins of Maine and Gear.
Vornovidt of Ohio — have said
they hack die nutty.
Several Republicans said
Ohms's lager to conpessional
leaders Saturday vowing to
ntove ahead est musk defense
carried considerable sway.
"it takes caw of me." said Sen.
Robert Boom ft-lltah, who
indicated be was lean* toward
voting for die treaty. Snowe said

A New Year,A New You!
Become A
Non•Smoker!
Cooper Clayton Method to Stop Smoking
Free classes begin Monday,Jan.4th

Cadet of Health & Welborn Cosference Room
5:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
The Cooper Clayton Method, one of the most effective ways to
stop smoking. is
now available. Whether you've tried before or just know you
should slop, this
program is for you. Class meets each Tuesday for 13 weeks.
Spice is Mind.
so register now!

Center for Hialtb at Wellness

270-162-1348

it was "important for the president to he emphatic- with respect
to missile defense and modernization" of the remaining
nuclear arsenal. Voinovich welcomed the statement.
Sen. John McCain of Arizona.
Obiuna's presidential rival in
2008. said he was still undecided.
Mama and Russian President
Drnitry Medvedev signed the
accord — it is known as New
START — in April. It would
limit each country's strategic
nuclear warheads to 1,550,
down from the current ceiling
of 2,200. It would also establish
a system for monitoring and
verification. U.S. weapons
impections ended a year ago
with the expiration of a 1991
treaty.
Proponents of the treaty,
itacluding much of the military
and foteign policy establishment, cite the renewed weapons
inspections and say the pact
would keep the two biggest
racism powers on the path to
redwing their arsenals.
Seas. Dick Durbin, D-III., the
Democrats' No. 2 leader in the
Senate. and John Keny. DMass., the chairman of the
Foreign Relations Comminee,
said in news show appearances
that they believe they have the
votes to ratify the tinny.

II Workshop...
From Front
Teaching Award winner for the
College of Business in 2009.
He is known for his portrayal
of Mark Twain, Thomas Edison
and, most recently, Nathan B.
Stubblefield. His portray, of the
Murray inventor has appeared
over educational television stations across the country. This
summer he lectured on and performed as Mark Twain in
Regensburg. Germany.
McGaughey and Valentine
bole been conducting workshops and speaking at meetings/conventions on connnunications since 1978.
For east lessollo
rem.stair Al
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•Unemployment.,
From Front

Mae is Win oral, we do
have some indications of severat 7.4 percent for October; one al significant job growth
items
of the lowest in the state. in the first and second quarter
of
November figures county-by- 2011 and are cautiously
opticounty were not available on mistic that we will
see local
the WK websire. The office growth," Manning said
reported 1,355 persons were
"Employment
gains
in
unemployed in Calloway November occurr
ed predomiCounty in October with 16, 839 nantly at educat
ional services
employed. The total labor force businesses. Institutions
of highwas reported at 18,194.
er learning often see aa uptick
Calloway's September rate in enrollment during
economic
was reported at 7.9; down from downturns as individ
uals return
8.5 in August.
to school or choose to continue
October unemployment rates their education," said
Chief
in surrounding counties include Labor Market Analyst
Justine
Graves, 8.8 percent; Marshall, Detzel.
9.4; McCracken, 8.2; Fulton,
Construction sector jobs rose
12.1; Carlisle, 7.3; Hickman, by 1,000 in Novemb
er.Since
8.3; Ballard, 9.1; Trigg, 9.1; November 2009, emplo
yment
Christian, 10.3; Lyon. 9.0.
in the construction sector has
"Calloway County has been plunged by 4,800 jobs.
among the lowest in the State
"The start of multiple comfor well over a year now," Said mercial and public
works projMark
Manning, Murray- ects contributed to the job
Calloway County Economic growth in constru
ction sector.
Development Corporation pres- In addition, special
ty trade conident. "In general, our unem- tractors, such
as heating and air
ployment has only been sur- businesses and
plumbing and
passed by Louisville and pipe-fitting compan
ies, boosted
Lexington. This is quite a feat their payrolls
in November
for a relatively small. rural 2010," Detzel said,
County on the other end of the
The U.S. seasonally adjusted
State. At the same time, there jobless rate increa
sed from 9.6
are certainly individuals and percent in October
to 9.8 perfamilies that have been affected cent in November,
according to
by the deep recession we arc in. the U.S. Department
of Labor.
Still, it seems as if Calloway According to data
from the
County has weathered the storm Bureau of Economic
Analysis,
better than most."
Kentucky's per capita income
Four of the 11 major nonfarm continues to lag fat behind
the
job sectors reported employ- national average, and
the gap
ment declines, and six reported has widened since
2002. During
employment increases. The net this span, the state's
per capita
loss was 2.200jobs. The leisure income has risen
from $25,777
and hospitality sector was hard- to 831.483. In 2008,
Kentucky's
est hit, losing 2,400 jobs for the PCI stood at only
80 percent of
month. The educational and the notional average.
health services sector led the
Unemployment statistics are
way in new jobs, having added based on estimates
and are com1,100 jobs.
piled to measure trends rather
According to the seasonally than actually to count
the numadjusted employment data, ber of people workin
g. Civilian
Kentucky's educational and labor force statist
ics include
health services sector reported a non-military
workers and
jump of 1,100 workers in unemployed Kentuc
kians who
November. The sector has are actively seeking
work.
gained 3,300 workers since
it is impornwit to point out that our
November 2009. This sector relatively good local
econom
includes private and nonprofit based upon quality jobs from y is
qaudity
establishments that provide coMpinits paying strong NB
edit& education and wanting or wages and benefits. lt is bygoni
n
health care and social assistance
ne arra lower ow
aid
to their clients.
accept less for the citizens of
-Although nothing about the Calloway County." Meaning said.
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WASHINGTON (AP)
The
Senate's top Republican says he
and the Democratic leader have
agreed on a spending measure to
keep the government running
through March.
Passing the bill — known as a
*continuing resolution' —
would 'nevem the government
from running out of money for

AP Phoso
MAIM 1111101011 PIPE: Salvation Army assitant store manager
Donna Adams, right and
ServPro marketing manager James Barnes squeegee
water out of the warehouse area of the
Salvation Army center on Irvin Cobb Drive in Paduca
h, last week. A water pipe burst causing
the warehouse to Root ruining items that were
in piles to be sorted.

daily operations and forcing a ing bills.
shutdown
Last Thursday, Democrats
Senate GOP leader Mitch
pulled back a $1.3 trillion
McConnell of Kentucky tells
spending bill after Republicans
CNN's "State of the Union" that
he and Majority Leader Harry decided not to support it.
Reid of Nevada have a deal on Republicans complained about
the measuie. The budget year special projects in the bill, its
began Oct. 1 but Congress hasn't overall cost and the lack of time
passed any of its annual spend- for debate.
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Teaching beyond books;
Patton to teacher HOF
11, aNNE WARS

which children leant by doing.
The Independent
Creative thinking is at the core
CANNONSBURG, Ky. (AP) of teaching in a
gifted and tal— Piano jazz tinkled in the ented program
, and it is the
background. a counterpoint to essence of
Patton's teaching
the buzz of children cutting, glu- style. "She
is the most talented
ing and painting at a cluttered person. She's
always up, always
table.
has new ideas. She brings out
Their raw materials were pop the best in kids in
everything she
cans, two-liter plastic bottles. does," said
Ftecia Moore, a
sticks and nutshells. Cut up, speech therapis
t at Cannonsburg
glued together and decorated who has taught
alongside Patton
with paint, the recycled contain- for 25 years
or more.
ers became forest animals, airIt helps explain why Patton is
planes and artifacts straight out one of three teachers
selected
of their latest reading assign- this year for
the Gov. Louie B.
ment.
Nevin Kentucky Teacher Hall of
In fact, making things out of Paine. Chosen
by a statewide
found MillerillS was straight out selection committ
ee, Patton will
of the same novel, "Hatchet." be inducted Match 1 at the State
about a boy stranded in the Capitol in Frankfort.
wilderness and forced to survive
A Hazard native who grew up
using his ingenuity and whatev- in Hindman, POMO
has been
a he can find around him.
teething for 2$1 years. Her first
Putting into practice what they brush with gifted and talented
have read is second nature by classes was the one she piloted
now to students in Dcidre in Knott County in the
early
Patton's gifted and talented class 19110s. She came to Boyd
at Cannonsburg Elementary County to teach third and fourth
School. "She helps us read a grade in 1985, was gifted and
book and then we discuss it and talented leacher until 1999 and
do all kinds of projects." said since then has been gifted and
Mollie Blevins, one of Patton's talented coordinator for the disstudents.
trict"You never know what's going
Currently she works mostly
to happen in the Creative with fourth- and fifth-graders
Thinking Lab," Patton said. who have been identified as giftThat's her sow for the seem- ed and talented, and also
ingly chaotic workshop. in younger children in the primary

grades who show the potential
to be high-end learners.
If there is a secret 10 her success as a teacher, it might be that
Patton remains a student as well.
"You have so be learning beside
your students. That's what it
takes to tennis committed and
endiusiastic not sitting down at
yow desk but beside &Mk"she
said,
That is why during the
Creative Thinking Lab session,
Patton never sat down once,
much less retreated to her own
desk_ Instead, she remained in
constant motion, finding paintbrushes, helping to cut the more
stubborn bits of plastic, suggesting glue techniques and directing cleanup.
Also constant during die session waseagues can depend on
her to work together, according
to Beverly Carr, who taught
with Patton until retiring in
2005. "She does so many collaborative things ... She is eonsteady Vforkios with, other
teadiess:: Cam said.
The Kentucky Teacher Hall of
Fame was established in 2000
through a gift from the former
governor. The first inductees
were chosen in 2008 and new
members are chosen each year.
The hall of fame is based at
Western Kentucky University in
Bowling Green,

Foam Front
the explosion was apparently
caused by thieves trying to steal
crude oil, and local, state and
federal agencies promised to
stop at nothing to bring whoever is responsible to justice.
There were, no immediate
arrests.
The blast in San Martin
Teunelucan, initially estimated to
have affected 5,000 residents in a
three-milt (five-kilometer) radius,
left metal and pavanent twisted and
in some cases burned to ash in the
intense heat.
Investigators found a hole in the
pipeline and equipment fur extracting crude, said Laura Gaza, chief
of the federal Civil Protection emerIFIKY response agency.
Thieves "lost control because of
the high pressure with which the
fuel exits the pipeline," said
Valentin Meneses, interior secretary
for the state of Puebla, where San
Martin is located.
Several dead bodies were found
in can near the location of the leak,
but authorities didn't know if they
was involved in the theft or there
by coincidence.
The oil flowed more than half a
mile (one kilometer) from the leak

down a city street before diverting
into a river. At some point a spark
of unknown origin caused both to
erupt in flames.
Jose Luis Chavez, 58, who lives
10 blocks from the explosion, said
In heard at least two loud booms
and saw flames leap more than 30
feet (10 meters) in the air, as if a
bomb had exploded underground.
Calderon toured the disaster area
Sunday.talking with displaced people in a shelter and visiting the
injured in a hospital. .Earlier, he
expressed condolences to the families of the dead and his support for
those injured and affected.
Interior Minister Francisco Blake
Mora mobilized several federal
ministries to help victims with medical care, shelter and recovering
their lost homes and property.
San Martin Texmelucan is a city
of about 130,000 people. according
to 2005 government figures, in
view of Central Mexico's spectacular volcanos, Popocatepetl and
Iztaccihuatl. Fanning is important
to the area's economy, along with a
manufacturing sector that makes
chemical and petrochemical products, pharmaceuticals, textiles and
metals, the city's website says.

recalling select petfoods In 19 states

CI CINNATI (AP) --- The
Cincinnati,
Ohio-based
Kroger Co. is recalling select Kroger says it is using a cuspackages of pet food in 19 tomer recall notification system
states, saying the products in an effort to help customers
might contain aflatoxin, which determine if they purchased the
poses a health risk to pets.
affected pet food.
The company said in a stateStates with Kroger-affiliated
ment Saturday it is recalling stores included in the recall are
select bags of Pet Pride Cat Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia,
Food, Pet Pride Kitten Formula Illinois, Indiana, Kansas,
Food, Old Yeller Chunk Dog Kentucky, Louisiana, Michigan,
Food, as well as Kroger Value Mississippi.
Missouri,
Chunk Dog Food and Kroger Nebraska, North Carolina.
Value Cat Food. Thc products Ohio.
South
Carolina,
carry expiration dates of Oct. 23 Tennessee, Texas, Virginia and
and 24, 2011.
West Virginia.
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Tiger & Lady Tiger Basketball
would like to say

THANK YOU
to the following businesses and/or individuals who have supported our program through
Little League. Tiger Night and purchasing gym signs. Your generous contributions are
greatly appreciated and will benefit teams throughout the season. Thanks to all our
MMS & MHS Tiger families and the community who support our efforts.

MSU Food Services
Frito Lay
James Delaney of Sysco Foods
Food Giant
Pepsi
JT Lee
Save-a-Lot
Jeremy Bell
Murray State University
Heritage Bank
Dairy Queen
Murray Electric
The Murray Bank
Taylor Bus
LuLu's
Murray Insurance
Langan Law
Kenny Stubblefield Masonry
CFSB
Western Kentucky Insurance

11

Heskett Chiropractic
Pella
Boone's
Big Apple
Eyes & Eyewear
Alexander, Thompson. Arnold CPA
McDonald's
Parker Ford
Jim McBee Heating & Air
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Vintage Rose
Tony Page, CPA

Murray Medical Associates
Clark Construction
Bradley Book Company
Richard Blalock, M.D.
Dumplins
Murray Animal Hospital
Haverstock, Bell & Pittman
Primary Care Cardiology
West Kentucky Floor Care
Murray Industrial Warehousing
Veach Properties
Dr. Joseph Phillips
GoRacers.com
Pella
LaCocina
Joe's Vinyl Siding
Ifinton Archery & Outdoors
Jason Greer Excavating
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
Papa John's
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Washington tax deal
adds $9008 to debt

AT MI5 MTIVE4114soN
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So much for slashing those
soaring budget deficits.

for
their
vows
for
Less than a week after his smaller govbipartisan deficit commission ernment.
offered a package of tough tax low taxes
hikes and spending cuts to can produce
stem the flood of government growth —
red ink, President Barack and
jobs.
Obama cut a deal with Repub- With unemlicans that would add a whop- ployment
ping $900 billion to the nation's stuck near Winkle=
debt over the next two years. 10 percent.
Today
When the bold deficit-slash- now is not By Torn Raum
ing measures were greeted last the time to
Aseocieled
Rees Misr
week with widespread praise, raise taxes
on anyone,
Democrat Erskine Bowles,
they argue.
the commission'; co-chairman
For the first time, liberals
and a former chef of staff to
like
Rep. Barney Frank. DPresident Bill Clinton, cheerMass.,
and Sen. Bernie Sanders,
fully exclaimed, "The era of
I-Vt.,
are
finding themselves
deficit denial in Washington is
on
the
same
side as tea partyover."
backed conservatives such as
Well, apparently not quite
Sen. Jim DeMint, R-S.C.. foryet. Bowles said this week that
mer Alaska Gov. Sarah Patin
he was *deeply disappointed"
and
former
Republican
by the sweeping Obama-GOP
Delaware Senate candidate
deal, complaining that the plan
Christine O'Donnell.
was not linked to any longThose Republicans criticized
term restraint.
the deal, mainly because of
If the Obama-GOP plan is
the extension of unemployment
enacted, as generally expect- benefits
without offsetting
ed, the United States will
budget cuts.
become the on'y major indusOblast' called Democratic
trialized economy in the world
Recent news coverage of
critics of his tax-cut deal "sancnot to move toward fiscal curbs
my
attempts to manage the
timonious" and defended it as
next year — even though Constate's
non-merit workforce in
necessary to keep taxes from
gress is considering legislation
a way that not only saves the
going up for neatly every Amerthat would move in the other
taxpayers' money but also preican on Jan. I — which is
serves critical govenunent servdirection.
what will happen if there is
ices has been misleading, facThat effon involves heez- congressional stalemate
.
tually incorrect and focused on
ing the budits of most CabAlso, Obama noted that he the trees instead of the forest.
inet departments and tutting
managed to get into the proI want to set the record
nearly $46 billion from the presposed deal other measures straight while also explaining
ident's spending requests. The
Democrats eagerly want, such our goals and our strategy for
House passed the measure 212as the extension of expiring getting there.
206 on Wednesday and sent jobless
Kentuckians should know the
benefits.
it to the Senate.
real
story.
His supportersr defend the
First, the stories suggest
The outcry over ballooning deal as
a bow to political realthat non-merit workers (those
deficits was crucial in the last ity, given that
Mama clearly
who generally don't retain their
month's midterm elections, didn't have the
60 votes needjobs
when administrations
which banded majority cannel ed in dte Senate
to raise taxes change) have
escaped the budgof the House to Republicans for the nation's wealthies
t peo- et-saving measures that merit
and gave them added clout in ple while extendin
g the Bush workers have had to endure.
the Senate.
tax cuts for everybody else.
That is incorrect. In fact,
The issue was a rallying
"Obama got a lot out of it. the non-merit work force has
point for the tea party move- He got desperately needed stim- been hit harder. Every nonment. A flock of freshmen kg- ulus, which in the end mat- merit employee - including
islators will take office in Jan- ters a lot. And, with the two- myself, my cabinet secretaries
uary having campaigned for year extension of the tax cuts, and my entire staff - is being
smaller government and fiscal he lives to fight another day," furloughed for six days, just
said Thomas Mann, a politi- like many merit workers.
In addition, many of them
Republicans embracing the cal scientist and congressional
some
$5 million worth this
deal have been doing some scholar at the Brookings Instifiscal
year
- will be losing
fancy footwork themselves, tution.
their jobs.
tasking deficit reduction a top
In any event. said Norman
I'm told I am the first govpolitical priority while also Ornstein, a fellow at the Amerernor who has ever significantsupporting deficit-bloating tax ican Enterprise Institute who
ly reduced the non-merit work
cuts for those in all income specializes in Congress, "It's force.
brackets, as well as the new very clear that the era of deficit
And finally, there is the
spending items in the pack- denial in Washington may not question of pay cuts. My seneven have hit its peak yet."
ior staff, my entire cabinet and
ageI have voluntarily taken 10
They argue that, even though
percent pay cuts, to more than
voters may have chosen than
share the pain.
Opinions expressed on the Forum page do not
Second, the numbers used
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by the writers to conclude that
I am expanding the non-merit
workforce were drawn from
different categories. In other
words, the writer compared
proverbial apples to oranges.
One category includes only
those workers whose hires were
approved by me. The other category
measures
positions
defined under new statutory
language guiding the quarterly
Personnel Board reports. These
parameters ate broader, and
include non-merit appointments
not under direct control of the
Governor (such as those
appointed by other constitutional officers). It also does
not include employees in the
Governor's office itself.
If you don't confuse the categories and instead compare
apples to apples and oranges
to oranges, you reach a different conclusion: I am in effect
shrinking the non-merit workforce.
If you looked at the first
category - only those nonmerit personnel directly authorized by me -- then from February to October, that number
dropped from 826 to 795.
If you looked at the 'Personnel Board's broader parameters, again from February to
October, that number dropped
from 887 to 856.
Either way, it's a reduction,
not an increase.
Third, the stories have
focused on 81 positions and
my attempts to retain those positions, many of which were

created as
far back as
1976.
Comments in
the story
suggest
these arc
new positions with
few
duties,
created by
me
to
reward

Kentucky
Governor
Steve Beshear

friends
with high
salaries.
That is not true.
Like I said, some of them
are more than 30 years old,
and they include essential positions such as the chief highway engineer, the chief public
health nurse and six "new business development agents,"
meaning people who help create jobs. It also, currently,
includes the acting Medicaid
commissioner.
These positions are essential to not only helping Kentuckians survive this tumultuous economy but also at the
same time improving this state's
capacity to thrive in an increasingly competitive world.
That brings me to my fourth
point: The status of these 81
jobs is irrelevant and immaterial to the larger question,
which is "arc we spending less
money'?"
The answer is yes. We are.
We are reducing non-merit costs

by $5 million this fiscal year.
How we do that - which
positions we save, which ones
we eliminate or leave unfilled
- is simply the means toward
that end, the strategy to a goal.
The bottom line is that contrary to the writers' suggestions -- I am managing the
state's non-merit hires in a way
that NOT ONLY saves money
BUT ALSO preserves critical
government services.
It's a balance, and we have
to be smart enough to do
thi•

in a strategic way. We must
have the courage to cut AND
the wisdom to know where.
Finally let me say this.
For too long there has been
rivalry and resentment between
some non-merit and some merit
workers, for each feels it doesn't have the advantages of the
other. Too often that feeling is
based on incorrect and deceptive nformation.
Inaccurate and misleading
stories like this only deepen
that divide, and they do so at
a time when we should be
coming together, not splitting
apart.
Much like workers in the
private sector, members of the
state workforce - the vast majority of which are honest, dedicated and valuable employees
-- have been beaten down by
this global economic recession.
As governor I appreciate
both their service and their sacrifice - regardless of which
category they fall under.

No lack of millionaires on 'capital' hill
By Polar Funt
Cagle News Sondes
As the debate over taxes
raged, one compromise the Senate rejected would have extended tax cuts for all Americans
except those who are millionaires.
In the words of the bill's
author,
Democrat
Chuck
Schumer of New York. "Du
we want to extend those tax
breaks for millionaires and billionaires at a time of huge
deficits? I would argue vociferously we shouldn't."
But did you know that 261
members of the current Congress - nearly half the House
and Senate - are millionaires?
Did you know that 58 of them
have assets worth over WI
million?
When Senate Republican
leader Mitch McConnell states
enthusiastically, "I think it's
pretty clear now that taxes are
not going up on anybody in
the middle of this recession,"
including millionaires, perhaps
it's
worth
noting
that
McConnell's personal fortune
is about $30 million.
When soon-to-be House
Speaker John Boehner(R-Ohio)
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describes as "chicken crap- the
notion of even talking about
allowing Bush-era tax breaks
for the wealthiest Americans
to expire, it may be relevant
to point out that Boehner's net
worth is between $2 and $5
million. By Congressional standards Boehner is a virtual pauper, listed as only the 87th
richest member of the House.
These figures come from
the legislators' own disclosures,
as required by law, and published by the Center for Responsive Politics. They don't include
the value of the lawmakers'
homes or their government
salaries, which for members of
Congress start at S174,(XX) a
year.
According to the data, Rep.
Darrell lssa (R-Calif.) is the
wealthiest in Congress, with a
net worth of between $156
million and $451 million. The
range is so wide due to a quirk
in the requirements that allows
lawmakers to estimate certain
assets at both their lowest and
highest likely value.
John Kerry (D-Mass.) is the
most affluent member of the
Senate. His assets, when combined with those of his wife

Teresa Heinz Kerry and her
ketchup fortune, give the couple about $239 million net
worth.
It's tempting to say that
such enormous wealth among
so many elected officials makes
them inclined to look more
favorably on things that benefit the wealthy, such as tax
breaks for millionaires, although
that's not the case with Kerry
and many Democrats.
On the other hand, it's often
argued that if a politician is
wealthy, he or she is less vulnerable to financial pressure
from powerful special interests.
Regardless, the personal
wealth of Congressional members continues to expand year
after year, typically at rates
well beyond inflation and any
tax increases. This is particularly vexing when you consider the nature of personal investments lawmakers have in private industry. Just among banks,
for example, 69 members of
Congress are investors in Bank
of America, 45 in Wells Fargo,
and 44 in J. P. Morgan Chase.
Fundamental to all concerns
is that extraordinary affluence

among lawmakers distances
them from the average citizens
they represent. This will be
tested when the new Congress
convenes. The lame ducks will
he replaced by a flock that,
according to financial disclosures, includes quite a few lucky
ducks.
Most of the freshman are
Republicans who campaigned as
champions of Main Street, yet
the group includes many millionaires. Diane Black, for
example, newly elected in Tennessee, has combined assets
with her husband worth upwards
of $33 million. Richard Berg
from North Dakota lists assets
above $20 million. According
to an analysis by The Politico newspaper, 25 percent of
the newly-elected Republicans
in Congress are millionaires.
It would be quite a sight if
every time a vote came up
affecting the finances of wealthy
Americans, the millionaires on
Capitol Hill had to recuse themselves. Perhaps, as a more practical alternative, our richest
lawmakers could at least imagine on such occasions that they
weren't quite so fortunate.
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2010's world gone wild: Quakes, floods, blizzards

Melba Suitor

By SETH BORENSTEIN
and NIUE REED BELL
Associated Press
This was the year the Earth
struck back.
Earthquakes, heat waves,
floods,
volcanoes,
super
typhoons. blizzards, landslides
and droughts killed at least a
quarter million people in 2010
---- the deadliest year in more
than a generation. More people
were killed worldwide by natural disasters this year than have
been killed in terrorism attacks
in the past 40 years combined.
"It just seemed like it was
back-to-back and it came in
waves,- said Craig Fugate, who
heads
the
U.S.
Federal
Emergency
Management
Agency. It handled a record
number of disasters in 2010.
'The term '1(X)-year event'
really lost its meaning this year.And we have ourselves to
blame most of the time. scientists and disaster experts say.
Even though many catastroAP PhotoiBryniar Gault File
Funeral services for Joe Anderson Ross, 89, of phes have the ring
of random In this April 16, 2010 file photo, the volcano in southern Iceland's Eyjafjallajokull glacier sends
Paducah. formerly of Murray. were held Saturday. chance, the hand
of man made ash into the air just prior to sunset. This was the year tne Earth struck back. More people were
Dec. 18. 2010. at II a.m. in the chapel of the J.H. this a particular
ly deadly, costly, killed worldwide by natural disasters in 2010 than have been killed in terrorist
attacks in the
Churchill Funeral Home with Dr. Dan Summerlin extreme and
weird year for past 40 years combined. But it wasn't just nature's fault.
Mankind had a hand in it, too.
officiating. Burial followed in the Murray City everything from wild
weather to
Cemetery.
thing.earthquakes.
year is tied for the most big
'ate last year in whith natural
Serving as pallbearers were Scott Hogan, Stuart
No one had to tell a mask- quakes since 1970. hut it is not a disasters were this deadly was
Poor construction and develRoss. Mark T. Henderson. Brad Guess, Harold Hill. opment practices
conspire to wearing Vera Savinova how had record. Nor is it a significantly
1983 because of an Ethiopian
Jerry Riley and Jonathan Ross.
make earthquakes more deadly it could get. She is a 52-year-old above average year for the num- drought and famine, according
Ross died Wednesday. Dec. 15, 2010, at 1:22 than they need
be. More people administrator in a dental clinic ber of strong, earthquakes, U.S. to WHO. Swiss Re calls it the
a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital.
Ross
live in poverty in vulnerable who in August took refuge from earthquake officials say.
deadliest since 1976.
Born Feb. 28. 1921, in Gilhertsville. he was a buildings in crowded
cities. That Moscow's record heat, smog
Flooding alone this year
The charity Ox LIM say
graduate of the University of Kentucky with a means
that when the ground and wildfires.
killed inure man 6.300 people m 21.000 of this year's disaster
Bachelor Of Science in Agriculture, he retired from shakes,
"I think it is the end of the 59 nations through September, deaths are weather relafed.
the river breaches, or the
Union Carbide Plant in Paducah. was a member of the tropical
cyclone hits, more peo- world," she said. -Out planet according to the World Health
HOW EXTREME:
Lone Oak First Baptist Church, and was an Army vet- ple
warns us against what would Organization. In the United
die.
After strong early year Hu eran of World War II.
Disasters from the Earth. happen if we don't care about States. 30 people died in the /aids
nicknamed
In addition to his parents. Charles L. and Raymnth M. Turner, he
such as earthquakes and volca- nature.Nashville, Term., region in Snowmageddon - - porn 1 y zed
was preceded in death by his first wife, Marian Lucille Buechner
The excessive amount of flooding. Inundated countries the U.S. mid-Atlantic and record
: noes "are pretty niuch constant."
second wife, Lorraine Ewing Ross; brothers, Dan E. Ross and
said Andreas Schraft, vice presi- extreme weather that dominated include China, Italy. India. snowfalls hit Russia and China,
Charles Pat Ross; sister, Doris Ross Harper: and infant sister, Louise
dent of catastrophic perils for 2010 is a classic sign of man- Colombia and Chad. Super- the temperature turned to broil.
Ross.
the Geneva-based insurance made global warming that cli- Typhoon Megi with winds of
The year may go down as the
He is survived by two daughters. Linda Kay Ross Harris of
giant Swiss Re. "All the change mate scientists have long more than 2(X) mph devastated hottest on record worldwide or
Louisville. and Emily lane Ross Blasdel and Steve of Paducah; son.
warned about. They calculate the Philippines and parts of at the very least in the
that's made is man-made.top three.
Paul Anderson Ross and wife, Cindy of Gilbertsville; stepson,
The January earthquake that that the killer Russian heat wave China.
according
to
the
World
Stephen C. Ross and wife. Dawn of Gainesville. Ga.; sister, Vanetta
killed well more than 220,((X) --- setting a national record of
Through Nov. 30, nearly Meteorological Organization.
Ross Cain of Paducah: five grandchildren, Mark T. Henderson.
would happen 260,0(X) people died in natural The average global temperature
people in Haiti is a perfect III degrees
Marian B. Hogan, Stuart Ross, Jonathan Ross and Jodie Ross Guess;
example. Port-au-Prince has once every 100,000 years with- disasters in 2010, compared to through the end of October was
two step-grandchildren. Julia Kennedy and Jon C. Ross; and six
nearly three times as many peo- out global warming.
15,0(X) in 2009. according to 58.53 degrees, a shade over the
great-grandchildren.
Preliminary data show that Swiss Re. The World Health previous record of 2005,
ple - many of them living in
accordExpressions of sympathy may be made to the Disable American
poverty - and more poorly 18 countries broke their records Organization, which hasn't ing to the National Climatic
Veterans, Miles Meredith #7 Chapter. P.O. Box 3274, Paducah, KY
built shanties than it did 25 years for the hottest day ever.
updated its figures past Sept. 30, Data ('enter.
42(X)2.
"These (weather) events is just shy of 2500)0. By comago. So had the same quake hit
I.os Angeles had its hottest
Online condolence may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneral- in 1985
instead of 2010, total would not have happened with- parison, deaths from terrorism day in recorded history on Sept
home.com. Arrangements were handled by the J.H. Churchill deaths
would have probably out global warming." said Kevin from 1968 to 2009 were less 27: 113 degrees_ in May. 1 29 set
Funeral Home.
been in the 803XX) range, said Trenberth, chief of climate than 115.(XX), according to a record for Pakistan and way
Richard Olson, director of disas- analysis for the National Center reports by the U.S. State have been the hones) lcmpera
ter risk reduction at Florida for Atmospheric Research in Department and the Lawrence ture recorded in an inhabited
Rev, Ed Boston. 82, of Murray, passed away on International University.
Boulder, Colo.
Livermore National Laboratory. location_
lw. . Friday. Dee. 17. 2010. in Hospice at Spring Creek
That's why the people who
In February, an earthquake
Health Care.
that was more than 5(10 times study disastets for a living say it
«
Res. Poston was born in Michigan on Nov. 20, stronger than the one that
struck would be wrong to chalk 2010
....".
1928. He received a Bachelor's Oegrees in Haiti hit an area of Chile
that up to just another had year.
Engineering Physics and Engineering Mathematics was less populated. better con"The Earth strikes back in
from the University of Michigan in 1950 and 1951.
A
rs1
7
structed, and not as poor. Chile's cahoots with bad human deciRev. Boston served his country as an Ensign in the U.S. Navy dur- bigger quake caused
fewer than sion-making,- said a weary
ing the Korean Conflict, and was in the Naval Reserves until the I.000 deaths.
Debarati Guha Sapir, director
1960's. He met his wife of 54 years. Betty Boston, at a Navy Dance
the
World
Health
Climate scientists say Earth's for
in Washington. D.0 in 1954.
Centre
climate also is changing thanks Organization's
for
Rev. Boston had a deep personal faith in God. He was called to to man-made global warming, Research on the Epidemiology
the Ministry, and became a United Methodist Local Pastor in 1976.
Call Robert Billington, jr or Donna Marquardt for details.
bringing extreme weather, such of Disasters. "It's almost as if
Rev. Boston served many churches in Kentucky and Tennessee as heat waves and flooding.
the policies, the government
including: Shiloh, Manley's Chapel. and Oak Hill Union Churches
In the summer, one weather policies and development polioutside of Paris. Tennessee, Dexter-Hardin United Methodist Church system caused oppressiv
e heat cies, are helping the Earth strike
in Dexter, Olive United Methodist Church in Hardin, Palestine in Russia, while farther
south it back instead of protecting from
United Methodist Church in Calloway County, Puryear United caused flooding in Pakistan
that it. We've created conditions
Methodist Church in Puryear, Tenn.. Buchanan United Methodist inundated 62,000
square miles, where the slightest thing the
Church in Buchanan, Tenn., Sedalia United Methodist Church and about the size of Wisconsi
n. Earth does is really going to
Burnett's Chapel in Sedalia, Cottage Grove, Olive Branch, and That single
heat-and-storm sys- have a disproportionate impact."
It s. simply 0141 put/N.A.!' ro oiler a time pu people in our oninninits /0 seeA
Wesley United Methodist Churches in Tennessee. His last charge was tem killed almost 17,000
Here's a quick tour of an anypeople,
hope anal restoration Our a ,.,..h.1. a ill in, hide Si ripture., readinks and
Big Sandy United Methodist Church in Big Sandy, Tenn., and Lick more people than
all the world- thing but normal 2010:
,oninientarirs. and «pa'.
t'andles a ill he lit to honor and as bun.leths
Creek United Methodist Church. He retired in 1999.
HOW DEADLY:
wide airplane crashes in the past
the pain and Knel that nazi be present in .nit
Rev. Boston also enjoyed singing gospel music with the Sunbeam 15 years combined.
While the Haitian earthFirm
Quartet.
"It's a form of suicide, isn't quake, Russian heat wave, and
Rev. Boston is survived by his wife Betty Boston of Murray; and it? We build houses that kill
First Christian Church
our- Pakistani flooding were the
ay.boo*
his children, Brent and Louise Boston of Middletown. R.I., Bill selves On earthquak
biggest
killers,
deadly
quakes
es). We
Boston of Arlington, Va.. Alan and Lynda Koraltan of Freemont, build houses in
III N I itth St. • Murray KY 42071 • 270-753-3824 • www cniutta‘ Lorn
flood zones that also struck Chile. Turkey, China
Calif., and Beth Boston Tedesco and Rik Lostritto of Rockville, Md. drown ourselves," said
Roger and Indonesia in one of the most
He is survived by his grandchildren, Christina Boston, Luke Tedesco, Bilhani, a professor of geologi- active seismic years in decades.
Christopher Koraltan. Sofia Tedesco and Alexandra Boston.
cal sciences at the University of Through mid-December there
A Memorial Servicelfor Rev. Boston will he held at First United Colorado. "It's our fault for
not have been 20 earthquakes of
I R 1- 1)
(MI.
Methodist Church of Murray on Tuesday. Dec. 21. at 1 p.m. In lieu anticipati
ng these things. You magnitude 7.0 or higher, comof flowers, the family requests that donations be made in memory of know, this is the Earth doing
its pared to the normal 16. This
Rev. Ed Boston to the church or charity of your choice.
Invest in n Is Smut' 18!)4
III
This is a paid obituary.
Funeral SCIvices for Melba Sinter, 90. of Fox Meadows
, Murray.
will be held today, Monday. Dec. 70, 2010,
at 1 p.m. at the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home with Hollis Miller and Charley
Bazzell officiating. Burial will follow in the !siurray Memorial
Gardens.
Serving as pallbearers will be Lindy Suiter, Larry Wells
Sutter,
Terry Butler, Mark McClard, Jay Sutter, C'ourtney
Starks. Joe Dan
Taylor and 'Iodd Rose.
Suiter died Thursday. Dec. 16, 7010. at 9:10 p.m. at the
MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Born in Marshall Counts on May 9. 1920, to the late
Walter and
Daisy Pace Starks, she was a honiemaker and a
member of the
University Church of Christ in Murray.
In addition to her parents. she was preceded in death
by her husband, Elroy Suiter: one son, Eddie Suiter; and one
grandson, Mitch
McClard.
She is survived by three daughters, Janice McClard
and husband,
Terry, Debbie Gallagher and husband, John, and Lisa Starks
and husband. Ricky, all of Murray; three sons, Gearl Suiter
and wife,
Jeanette. Larry Suiterand wife. Wanda,and Joe Suiter, all of
Murray:
12 grandchildren, 23 great-grandchildren, two great-great-gr
andchildren, and special friCnd, Euva Carraway of Murray.
Expressions of. sympathy may be made to New Pathway'.
Children's How,P.O. Box 10. Melber, KY 42069.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are handled by the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.

Joe Anderson Ross

Rev. Fil Boston
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Murray State MBA
program enjoys
enrollment record
Special to the Ledger
The fall semester 2010
marked the highest enrollment
ever for the Murray State
University College of Business
master of business administration (MBA) degree program.
The enrollment was 266 students.
"Not only does this exceptional number of students reaffirm
the MBA as the flagship graduate program in the College of
Business, it is also an important
milestone in our steadfast efforts
to be a significant academic
contributor in the increased
enrollment drive, successfully
headed by President Randy
Dunn.- said Dr. Tim Todd, dean
of the College of Business.
Dr. Gerry N. Muuka, associate
dean of the college and the
MBA program. director, noted
that the fall enrollment represented an increase of 16.7 percent or 38 more graduate stu-

Public library
lists holiday closings
The Calloway(-minty Public library will
be closed Dec. 24 and 25 in observance of the
Christmas holiday and will close at 5 p.m. on
Dec. 31. The library will remain closed from
Jan. 1-7, 2011, for maintenance and staff
training.

dents in the MBA over fall
2009
Muuka attributes the increase
to several factors. The RX) percent online MBA had a significant increase and in the spring
was ranked 16th in the nation in
terms of quality (AACSBaccredited) and cost effectiveness.
Another factor was the enrollment of 16 in the Professional
MBA (PMBA) program begun
in Henderson in the fall. An
additional four to eight students
are expected to join the cohort
program in January 2011.
The MBA program has more
than half of all the graduate students in the College of Business.
There are six graduate programs
in the college.
For more information about
the MBA program, contact
Muuka at j270) 809-4190 or by
e-mail at gerry.muukaVmurraystate.edu.

Early deadline set for copy
Because of the( Tiristmas and New Year's huh_
idays, early deadlines for infornmtion kir the
Saner Teague, worship page for the next two weeks have
been
Community
changed it) Ttiesday, at 5 p lii for Dec. 21 and
editor
again on Dec. 28. These can he e
faxed
or brought to the newspaper at Whitnell Avenue
dendale Road

Datebook

Ladies of the Oaks cancels bridge play
The Ladies of the Oaks weekly bridge play oil Wednesday. Dec.
22. has been canceled due to the holidays. Bridge play will resume
on Wednesday, Dec_ 29.

Playhouse in the Park to hold rebate night
Playhouse in the Park will hold a rebate night on Wednesday.
Dec.
22, from 4-9 p.m. at Backyard Burger to benefit the teenage acting
group. Box of Frogs.

Photo provided
DONATION: Rodney Bohannon, Briggs & Stratton Plant
Manager, recently presented Daniel Claiborne, department
chair of Industrial & Engineering Technology at Murray State
University, with a check from the Briggs & Stratton
Corporation Foundation. The funds were donated for use in
the department for software and hardware upgrades which
pertain to engineering co-ops. Briggs & Stratton donates
funds in support of a partnership with the Association of
Engineering Graphics and Design, from the Department of
Industrial and Engineering Technology, for working closely
with company designers for product development.

TOPS meeting Tuesday
Murray Chapter "16 of TOPS Ol'ake Off Pounds
Sensibly) will
meet uesday from 9-10 a.m. at First Christian ('hutch.
Visitors are
weloune. For information, call Sheila at 227- 1723.

Hospital retirees to meet 'Illesday
The Hospital retirees will meet this Tuesday. Dec 21,
at "the
Apple hunt I 1 aro to noon.

Quilt Lovers will meet
The Quilt Lovers quilting group will meet Tuesday. Dec. 21. at 6
pin, in the community room ot the Calloway County
Public
Library. All quitters welcome.

Dance
yoga to be
offered in
January

Hurst home decorated
Bob and Gina Hurst have decorated their home for the holidays
for the viewing pleasure of visitors and to spread a little
Christmas
cheer. They are accepting canned goods for Need Line so
anyone
who wishes can share with people less fortunate. hems can
be delivered to their home at 885 Kirksey Almo Road. Murray.
From
Mut-ray. take 783 North (Airport Rd.). then 464 west. Their
driveway is approximately 1/8 of a mile on the left side.

Special to the Ledger

Photo provided
A SEASON FOR GIVING: Members of the Murray High School WMHS TV 13 Class
are pictured with their items recently donated for the ongoing Advent Food Drive for Need Line.
MarieI
Jackson, WMHS TV 13 Club president, said the group decided to give back to the commun
ity during the hoNdays and each student contributed canned and packaged food
items.
Donations will be distributed to families in need during the holiday season.
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HAPPENINGS
by Amiga Peeler
Well, we are in the midst of all
the holiday celebrations. Martha
Farris and Elsie Crouch were the
brave ones to go shopping at the
mall in Paducah. They shopped 'til
they dropped! However, they had a
good lunch and enjoyable day.
Later in the week, we made
hnstmas fudge and candy. Can
you believe. we had a lot of our
men come to that activity!
Someone had to -sample- what we
made. We did burn one pan lust a
little hut there was still plenty lett
to eat
The
Mennimite
Harnit)ny
Children's Choir came and sung
fOr us on Friday That is what
makes Christmas little children
Laura Vinson also came on
Tuesday night and performed for
us We appreciate Laura coming so
faithfully every year.
Santa Claus always comes to see
us on Christmas Eve morning 1
guess he delivers to the older children in the morning and the
youngei ones that evening
Anyway. we are looking forward
to seeing what he is going to bring
us. However, the most important
gift is Jesus Christ Our Savior who
came as a baby and died for our
sins What could be a better gift?
...Nothing else looks or feels
like home hut we come close
S4 Utterback Rd. • Murray, Ky
Phone: 12701 759-11700 • 1-4188-231-5014
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MAGI 2011 art calendars available

The MUlfray-CallowiLy County
Hospital Center for Health &
Wellness will be offering two
new specialized classes ‘ornang.
in January. The Couples Dance
Class will begin Friday. Jan. 7.
from ti-9 p.m. Dances taught
will include the waltz, cha cha,
swing. two-step and more. The
class size is limited to 14 couples for the eight-week session.
Also, those who enjoy the
benefits of Yoga. can participate
in one of the Personalized Yoga
Classes that will be taught by
Rhonda Hardcastle. The class
size
limited to eight participants in order to focus on individualized attention_ The first
four-week
session
begins
Tuesday, Jan. 4. Class times will
be offered on Tuesdays and
Thursdays at either 7 a.m. or
8: I 5 a.m.
The registration deadline for
both classes is Dec. 27. For
inure information or to sign up
for one of these classes. call the
Center for Health & Wellness at
762-111T.

the Ml111.1 All Guild', 2011 Ari 'alendai le:doles the
work of
youth 3111\1,
1
HU: ail oiro k. which includes wateicolors, draw ings, hook arts. photograph), and collage, was created in
MM;
youth workshops or exhibited in Ni A( competitions. The calendars
are available at the MA( Art Market. Tonnsin Office. Chamber
of
Commerce. Gallery 109 and Red Bug on Third. Proceeds go to
sup
port MA( s youth art studios.
aiCit

Free trolley rides available
The Murray-Calloway Transit Authority will have tree Trolley
rides dui trig December. according to Blame [Nilsen, M(IA executive director.

Murray Bank holding promotion
"the Murray Bank is selling one pound bays of fresh Azalea
Pecans in halves and pieces for 58.51) and cookbooks for 510. All
proceeds benefit Relay for Life. Items arc available at both branches.
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Photo provided

CLOCKING OUT. Jim Perry clocked out for the last time at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital on Nov. 19, ending a
37-year career in the maintenance department. He began at
MCCH on Oct. 29, 1973 by helping move into the new north
wing addition. In July 1977, he was promoted to maintenance
coordinator where he remained. Perry leaves with a wealth of
good memories.
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Support
being offered
Domestic
violence
support/educational groups are
currently offered on a weekly
basis.
For nuire in
on dates
and t nnes, call the Merryman
House
Dottiest ic
Crisis
lutreach Office of Calloway
County at 759-2371.
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Rain to keep pummeling
SoCal, sparking flood rears
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By JOHN ROGERS
Associated Press
LOS ANGELES (AP) --- A
storm
walloped
parts of
Southern California with up to
seven inches of rain and
spawned minor flooding and
mudslides, but forecasters warn
the had weather's real impact
may be yet to come.
Mote than three additional
inches of rain expected across
the region by Wednesday will
hit already saturated hillsides,
increasing the possibility of
mudslides and flash floods, said
Stuart Seto of the National
Weather Service.
The relentless rains that
pounded southern California
through the weekend also
caused numerous traffic accidents, downed trees and forced
the cancellation of several horse
I aces.
The weather service said rainfall accumulation could reach
20 inches in some isolated locations by Wednesday, when the

Iii 'a phase of the storm is
expected to pass. After a brief
respite, it is forecast to return
late Christmas Day.
The system hit the state after a
large storm front moving out of
the Gulf of Alaska met with subtropical, moist air coming
across the Pacific Ocean,
In Kern County. officials
declared an emergency after a
second day of intense rains, a
move that provides responders
with faster access to country
resources. The Bakersfield
Californian reported that the
rains left many neighborhoods
around the county dealing with
high water. Some roads were
closed and some homeowners
stacked sandbags in hopes of
staying dry.
The Los Angeles area, including downtown. Hollywood and
the San Fernando Valley.
received 3-4 inches of rainfall,
while some northern mountain
areas were hit with more than 7
inches.

sibly) will
Jisitors are
AP PhotorThe Ledger Independent. Terry Prathe,
WINTRY WEATHER: Snow piled up in the downtown
area of Maysville, late last week. The city received nearly 6 inches of
snow overnight on Thursday.
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Study maps need for kids' doctors in rural areas
By CARLA K. JOHNSON
proportion of children (42 per- research but studies work force
AP Medical Writer
cent) in low-supply regions, issues in primary care.
CHICAGO API - There are defined as areas
with more than
Don't look for help from state
enough chiklren's doctors in the 1,((X) childre
n per children's governments, said Dr. Roland
tinned States, they just work in doctor. Next
were Arkansas, Goertz, a family physician in
the wrong places. a new study Oklahoma, Maine
and Idaho.
Waco, Texas, and president of
finds. Some wealthy areas are
Areas with an abundance of the American Academy of
oversaturated with pediatricians children's
doctors
Family Physicians, who wasn't
were
and family doctors. Other parts Washington'.
D.C..
and involved in the new study.
of the nation have few or none. Delaware. which
"Most states are in fiscal enhad no chilNearly 1 million kids live in dren living in low-suppl
y sis. Without resources. it's
areas with no local children's regions. Maryland.
Washington going to be tough to turn it
doctor. By moving doctors, the and Wisconsin also had
very around," GOCIV said.
study suggests, it would he ixis- few children living in low-su
Nurse practitioners can help.
pslide for every child to have a ply areas.
said Kristy Martyn. a pediatric
pediatrician or family physician
The study used national data nurse
practitioner
and
nearby.
to calculate the per-child supply researcher at University of
There should he more focus of workin
g pediatricians and Michigan's nursing school.
on evening out the distribution family
physicians in geographic
"The limiting factor is the
than on increasing the overall regions. Region
s with many numbers." Martyn said. "We
supply or doctors for children, children's doctors
were wealthi- need more pediatric nurse pracsaid lead author Dr. Scott er. Low -supply regions
were titioners and nurse practitioners
Shipman of the Dartmouth mostly rural.
trained to provide care to chilInstitute for Health Policy and
The study appears Monday in dren."
Clinical Practice in Lebanon, the journal Pediatrics.
Some communities help a
N.H.
The number of pediatricians hometown student go to med
'I worry that it could get has been on the rise, increas
ing school with the understanding
worse.- Shipman said
by 51 percent from 1996 to
Ile said medical schools are 2(X)6. The supply of family
docgraduating more students, but tors grew by 35 percent in
the Girl who survived crash
the result will he more doctors same years. The population of
in places where there's already children grew by only 9 percent in serious condition
an over-supply. Indeed, previ- during those years.
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) --ous studies have shown that
A 5-year-old girl and lone surFederal landing has expanded
doctors locate where supply is in recent years for the Nationa
vivor of a head-on collision that
l
already high. rather than in Health Service Corps, which killed four people remained in
areas with greatei- need.
offers loan forgiveness for doc- serious condition two days
Growth in the number of pedi- tors and other practitioners who after the wreck.
The Lexington Herald atricians and family physicians locate in underserved areas.
Leader
reported that Hay lee
has 'outpaced increases in the That may help, Shipman said.
Moreland was taken to the
child population. Shipman
Uninsured patients and the
University
of
Kentucky
and his colleagues found. Yet low payments from Medicaid
Medical Center after the wreck
the study's analysis shows near- keep doctors out of poor, rural on Friday that
killed her father.
ly all 50 states have extremely areas, said
Dr. Thomas mother, sister and another man.
uneven distribution of primary Bodenheimer of the University She remained hospitaliied
care doctors for children.
of California, San Francisco. Sunday.
Mississippi had the highest who wasn't involved in the new
i.
it

lo provided

time at
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the student will return INMIC
Dr. Katie Dias. 27, a third
year family practice resident in
Kansas City. Mo., will begin her
career in the rural northwest
Missouri town where she grew
up. With stipends from the state
and the community hospital in
tiny Albany. Mo., she'll start
practicing with only $50,000 in
student loans, much le, than
many other young doctors
"I am definitely a small town
girl." Dias said. "I feel very passionately about the community I
grew up in. This is not a shortterm commitment for me."
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Burchett named
KSPB program
director recently
Special to the Ledger
PRINCETON. K y.
The
Kentucky Soybean Promotion
Board KSPB ) has aninwneed
ne, team mem ber Brent
Buic heti as program director.
Burchett is a native of Murray.
Vk here his family has raised
corn, soybeans. w heat and
tobacco for three generations.
He is a graduate of the
University of Kentucky with a
bachelor's degree from the
College of Agriculture and a
master's degree from the Martin
School for Public Policy and
Administration.
"The Soybean Promotion
Board's leadership on animal
agriculture in 2010 was a significant success for Kentucky
I armers," Burchett said. "I'mi
anxious to meet with our
Livestock Coalition partners
around the state and get to
work."
Most
recently,
Burchett
worked on local goy eminent
policy at the Lexington-Fayette
Urban County Council. Earlio
experiences include communications support at Ashland Inc..
the offices of
Kentucky
Secretary of State Trey Grayson
and
U.S. Senator Mitch
McConnell and service on the
Republican Party of Kentucky
State Executive Committee. He
also managed political campaigns in central Kentucky for
state representative and city
council.
"Brent will he bringing a great
deal of experience, new ideas
and skills to our team," said

Brent Burchett

Audacity of 'austerity: 2010 \Ng/old of the Year
By RUSSEL.L CONTRERAS
Associated Press
SPRINGFIELD. Mass.(AP) As
Greece faced a debt crisis, the government
passed a series of strict austerity measures.
including taxes hikes and cutting public
sector pay.
The move sparked angry protests. strikes
and rkits across the country as unemployment skyrocketed and the crisis spread to
other European nations. The move also
incited a rush to online dictionaries from
those searching fin a definition.
Austerity. the I 4111 century noun defined
as "the quality or stat; of being austere"
and "enforced or extreme economy," set
off enough searches that Merriam-Webster
named it as its Word of the Year for 2010.
the dictionary's editors announced Monday.
John Morse. president and publisher of
the Springfield. Mass.-based dictionary.
said "austerity" saw more than 250,(XX)
searches on the dictionary's free online tool
and came with inure coverage of the debt

or coverage, which editors believe resulted
in prolonged jumps in searches.
"Sometimes it's hard to pinpoint the
searches on one particular news event. hut
typically that is what sparks people's
curiosity in a word," Sokolowski said.
For example,"socialism" was searched,
editors believe, because of coverage around
federal bailouts and Democratic-backed
federal health care legislation. And editors
noticed that "pragmatic" was looked-up a
number of times after midterm elections.
According to Morse, the dictionary's
online website sees more than 500 million
searches a year --- with most of those being
usual suspects like "effect" and "affect."
But he said words selected for the dictionary's top I() were words that had searches
hundreds of thousands of out-of-character
hits.
Also making the top ten list was the word
"doppelgiaiger." Sokolowski said the word
saw a jump in searches after George
Stephanopoulos of ABC's "Good Morning
America" called "Eat, Pray, Love" author
Elizabeth Gilbert "Julia Roberts' doppelganger." Roberts played Gilbert in the
book's film adaptation and resembles the
writer.
"Doppelganger" was also used in the
popular television show,"The Vampire
Diaries."
"Sometimes, that all it takes,"
Sokolowski said.
Words "shellacking," "ebullient." "dissident." and "furtive" also made this year's
top list.
Allan Metcalf, an English professor at
MacMurray College in Jacksonville, Ill.,
and author of "OK: The Improbable Story

"What we look for ... what are the words
KSPB
Executive
Director
Debbie Ellis. "We are looking that have had spikes that strike us very
forward to starting a new year much as an inoinaly for their regular
with inure devotion to our ani- behavior," Morse said. "The word that realmal agriculture initiatives."
ly qualifies this year for that is 'austerity'."
Program director duties will
Runners-up also announced Monday
include heading up the newly included "pragmatic." "moratorium."
formed Kentucky Livestock "socialism." and "bigot" — the last word
Coalition and consumer partner- resulted from public uses by former
British
ship program, CommonGround.
Prime Nlinister Gordon Brown, former
Burchett will begin in his new
CNN host Rick Sanchez and former NPR
position in mid-January.
senior analyst Juan Williams.
The KSPB is made up of I I
Peter Sokolowski, Merriam-Webster's
appointed farmer-leaders who
editor-at-large,
said this year's top 10
oversee the investments of the
words
associated
were
with a news event
soybean checkoff on behalf of
all Kentucky soybean farmers.
Checkoff funds are invested in
the areas of animal utilization.
new uses, domestic marketing.
international
marketing.
and New Year's
research and industry supply. By HERBERT A. SAMPLE
"We have a local boy who's presFor moic information visit Associated Press
KAILUA, Hawaii Whil,.
www.kysoy org.
ident and everybody's very proud of
President Bat-tick ()barna's standing
that," said Chuck Prentiss. chairman
in Washington has dropped a notch
0".
of the Kailua Neighborhood Board,
or two in the year since he and his
a panel that advises Honolulu city
family last spent their holiday vacaofficials on community concerns.
tion in thy beach community, the
First Lady Michelle Mama and
thrill is definitely not yone for many
•
daughters
Malta and Sasha arrived
lb. .Kailuans about him coining hack.
Saturday evening on Oahu - - the
..N.
"I'm very excited,- said Virginia
island that contains the state's
GEAR UP w
ainohan. owner of The Cottage
largest city. where Obania wits born
FOR CHRISTMAS
gifi shop about 2 112 miles from the
c,YCLE
and mostly raised. But the presidait
trio of multimillion dollar beachis not expected until after Congress
-,7/ 270-761 -BIKE
front hoinc, where the Obarna famadjourns, possibly on Wednesday.
ily and friends will spend.Christmas
Last year, delayed by deliberations on the health care reform bill,
the family didn't get to Hawaii until
Christmas Eve. This will be their
third consecutive holiday visit to
Kailua.
The Secret Service began alerting
residents of spacious homes along
Kailuana Place last week that
checkpoints will soon go up.
Hawaiian Telecom personnel were
busily repairing telephone wiring

THIS TIME I WANT
SOMETHING

outside one of the Obama homes,
which sit midway down a cul-desac.

Once authorities throw up a cordon around the neighborhood, simple pleakures like walking the beach
or canoeing in a canal near the three
houses will become difficult
not impossible.
The Democratic president is not
expected to engage in fundraisers or
other overtly political acts, Dante
Carpenter, chairman of the Hawaii
Democratic Party, said he's asked if
Obaina could be enticed into attending even a low-key event, but he
hasn't heard back.
"I think he's been up to his eyeballs in horse manure and gun
smoke, not necessarily in that
order." Carpenter said. "He may be
looking for time with his family and
that's about it. I can't blame him."
During a pre-election interview
with a Hawaii radio station, Obama
said he loves a secluded beach at a
nearby Marine Corps base and

-'if

STIHL

DURABLE

intends to "hit a couple of golf
courses." His half-sister, Maya
Soetom-Ng. and her family also live
on Oahu.
Gov, Neil Abercrombie, a college
friend a the president's lather who
knew Obama as a child, said Hawaii
is something of a salve for the
nation's chief executive.
The Obamas "love it when they
come here." the Democratic governor said Wednesday."He genuinely
understands that this is ... all atIllosphere where he's not being set upon.
He knows he's home with people
who love him and care for him and
his family."
Joel Cavasso a real estate agent
who is handling the rental of the
houses where Obama and his group
will stay, said the president's visit is
still important to Kailuans.
"I remember when John F.
Kennedy came here and I was sitting on my father's shoulders to get
a glimpse of him." Cavasso said.
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of America's Greatest Word." said the list
of words shows how the country is evolving because the public is looking up words
that used to he very common.
"Around 20 to 30 years ago. everyone
would know what 'socialism' was," said
Metcalf, who is also executive secretary of
the American Dialect Society."Same-with
bigot. That fact that they have to be looked
up says something about us."
That's true with some words like "shellacking." said Jenna Porno., an English
instructor at Nicholls State University in
Thibodaux, La. Although Merriam'Webster
editors said searches for the word spiked
after President Barack °barna said he and
his party took "a shellacking" from voters
in midterm election. Portier said the word
is very common in southern Louisiana.
"Where I'm from, it means to varnish
something like wood," Portier said.
Shana Walton, a languages and literature •
professor also at Nicholls State University.
said she understands how news events
maybe influenced the dictionary's list.
"If 'moratorium' is one of the most
looked-up words, that's clearly a reflection
of how often the word was used in the
wake of the BP oil spill," said Walton, a
linguistic anthropologist who is doing
iesearch on oil and land in south Louisiana.
"Many people in south Louisiana
expressed much more outrage about the
moratorium, frankly, than about the spill."
Metcalf said the American Dialect
Society will release its "Word of the Year"
winner in January, but it's selected by the
group like Time's Person of the Year.

Visit our Web Site at: www.stonelang.com
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Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic 6 Childcare
Business Opportunity
Elactrorm a
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To iluy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Horne Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn 6 Garden
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Rome Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentaic
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets Supplies
Livestock /1 Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease
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Real Erdal,
Lake Property
Lois For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sae
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats A Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
tobacco & Supplies

DEADLINES

$8.50 Column Inch, 60', Discount 2nd Run,
40'; Discount 3rd Run.
(All I Ads 5.'114.t Run Within 0 Pay Pero0.1
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Ashley Morris or Carrie
Stephenson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
• Fax: 753-1927
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WANTED HOUSES &
Offices to clean
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ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
GOOD used air conditioner, stove, refrigerator, electric & gas
heater, storm windows
753-4109
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COMMUNITY Options,
nc., a national nonprofit dedicated to
empowering individuals vv/ developmental
disabilities is currently
seeking
Community
Support
Staff
in
NOTICE
Benton. KY FT, PT and
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PADUCAH Day or activities. H S diploma /
Night Real Estate 96/hr GED, a valid Driver's
Licensing
Class. License w/ a good drivBegins
1-6-2011. ing record and a clean
Graduate few weeks background
are a
up to 12 months. must! EOE Please subLocation
Coldwell mit
resume
to.
Banker
Conference Carla.Spencer@como
Room. Exit 4. Pre-reg- p.org or fax to: 270ister cash, check, 906- 2284
debit/credit cards, payment plan. 270-223- DELIVERY Tech needed at A.arons Sales &
0789.
American
Career Lease. Apply at store
Training Real Estate 1405 North 12th Street,
270-759-2393
School, since 1992.
E-mail
deloiseadams CO yahoo.
DISCLAIMER
corn
When accessing die

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75 00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

L

050
Lost and Found

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your losed one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we ail have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916

2 people needed for
general cleaning. $9
per hour depending on
experience.
Hours
5130pm until Job is
complete Call Frank
Turkali at 615-788
6984 or e-mail resume
to
FlumkeljU rileivayset
vice.coM

"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom,
you will be redirected
to febnetwork cony
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
wehsitc, not all listings
on ihe johnetwork.coni
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us it you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you
FULL. OR PART time
housekeeping. Murr;e,
Plaza Lodge Apply in
person after 7-00PM
No phone calls.
GRAPHIC Asst need
ed with ai/Photoshoe
experience,
Adobe
Excel, word & other,
Hours. M-F 8-5prn
Salary
negotiable
Resume to: Mgr., P.O.
Box 363, Murray, KY
42071.

•

PECO
Acceptrng
resumes

.

All sales careers,
& other positions
Send to •
Pa Box- 363
', Murray KY
. 42071

Bowflex Ultimate 2
Home Gym Like new
$1,400 270-436-2667
Case tiactor(801 B),
real estate lots Will
consider trades 7534109. 227-1546
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS has great bargains. Heart of Hazel
and
Trend- NTreasures. Free gifts
for kids. Buy and
appraise coins. 27e
753-4161

Part-TiMe- position for
Circulation Department.
• Must be abte to work
.early hours,
Interested persons
sh.ould apply at
Murray LeOger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY

FOR SALE: 2 Color
older TV's 1- 19 inch
$20, 1- 27 inch $30.
DVD's,
and
VCR
Tapes. Call 270-2278721 after 4:00pm, if
interested in purchasing any or all.
HAY for sale
$3.00/ Bale
753-1287

lie Place

ESTEE LAUDER COUNTER MANAGER
• Full Time

22 cu. ft. Hot Poin
refrigerator. Lg. Gas
Stove- Frigidaire, used
very little. 270-761•
5340
Dishwasher, portable,
Kenmore.
Excellent
condition, woiks great
$175-obo
270-9785056, Kenny

SALES PERSONNEL
• Full & Part Time
Competitive salary, paid vacations and
generous employee discounts. Retail experience preferred.
Apply in person at
305 S. 12th Street, Murray

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

-sto0. 1C-Ictut1

WARD-ELKINS •

South 12th St

(270)753-1713

SALES PERSOMslEI

• Part how
• Computer akin. & Raail F
trete Regliir
Persoualay a Phis
• Our,qt'
• •Mtio
Alva. re li'arre :santtdi y,if a,

210
Femme
FIREWOOD delivered
Call for prices. 293
1357 or 270-559-1424.
220
Musical

Vlit.ply In Person at
305 'Worth 12t6 Street, 'Murray

3BR $295.00
753-6012

1 OR 2br apts. nea
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1808 Monroe 3BR
duplex. C/H/A, w/d,
$500
4BR house near MSU
$700
753-0606

1BR, price reduced,
various
locations.
Coleman RE 7539898.
1BR, unfurnished, near
campus, no pets, nonsmoking unit, $260 per
month. 753-5980
2BR, 1.5BA Duplex in
Lynn Grove. 270-2934704. 270-293-6448
2BR, 2 full bath duplex,
all appliances & washer & dryer, cable &
water
furnished.
$600/month, no pets.
753-2225.

1BR Apartment Clean
IS Nice All appliances
including W/D No pets.
270-436-2524,
Cell 270-293-6906

2BR, C/H/A, all appliances, large master
bedroom, deck, & lawn
maintenance. Coleman
RE 270-753-9898

NICE 2 bedroom, no
pots 753-9866

Voice & more.
Piano Tuitng
DJ & Sound

2002 Clayton, 16x80
3BR, 2BA, vinyl siding
extra clean. Excellent
condition.
270-489-2525
2BR & Lot, $10,900
270-753-6012
3BR, 2BA with land
Almo, $29,900, OBO
708-805-0107

Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
CANIP

lora

CLUANING

OF. MURRAY , K1
Rt

.

MEDICARE ADVANTAGE
PLANS

.

& COMME lit I

Annuall Enrollment Period
Nov. 15 thru Dec. 31.
Call for appointment to lean)
about these plans.

753-922-4
PI:EASri II %NI
Nit

I URI

1

320
Apartments For Rent

i

270-753-2411

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

FREE HELP IN clAIM FILING FOR MY t LUNN

\S MIR

Ron Sallin (Local Agent)
Phone: 270-753-1565
Cell: 270-210-2533

SIN( I 199

Call . Ashley. Morris Or
• Carrie 'Stephenson
753-1916. "
and place-your ad today!
.'2x2 S12.00 a Week
2‘,1 Sfi.00 a Vve,ek.
13 Pieck antract •

Ruip,

Apartments For Rent

1

4BR C/H/A, all appli
ances Coleman RE
753-9898
1st Full Mo. Rent Free

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
I BR & 2EIR Apis
270-753-8556
I'DD 14100-545.1833
Ext. 283 .
6

AriartmelfS For Hint

V10111dgiV

I

Poe to the holidays some

VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area Newly
remodeled Large deck
with great view WA),
refrigerator,
stove
Very quiet All utilities
paid including electric
$600/mo plus deposit.
270-492-8211

deadlines have changed.
Thursday's deadline is
Fuesday at 10:00 ant
Friday's deadline is
Wednesday at 10-00 ant

We will riot print a paper
Saturday, Dec, 25th

opportunity

Munday's deadline is
Thursday at 10:00 air,

Rooms For Rent
GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
appointment
today.
270-753-2905. .
Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel. We
pay the electr:c bill,
water, trash, and furnish all appliances
including washer &
dryer. Only $550/rrto.
You won't find a nicer
or cleaner apartment'
(270)492-8211
NEAR university. Like
new large 2BR C/H/A.
Low utilities Ouiet.
What you've been
looking for $450 +
deposit. (270)9780913
Nice furnished
apartment. Call
270-753-3474

280
Mobile Homes For Rent

Guitar. Plano, Drums

Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay $1,024 on Part A, $135 on
Part IS Call M.' Inc tnore informal 'in

i 505 Diugual Drive

*games

MUSIC
L.F.SSONS
3 Chestnut St

Avoid inflationary cost.

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

TAKING
APPLICATIONS

Articles
For Sale

605 E

Lou V. McGary
lAws InAr Polley Pay IOU% of
the Deductibles r

THANKS t OR Olitt It114.INFSA

•(.10Vien
tee--1

for the

- PREPLANNING Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Speenthst

INSURANCE-1

An Equal Opportunity Employer

02Q

I Hawaii

ten they

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray, kV 42071

Buymg & Seib( (4
old U.S. Coins
Collections &
Currency Silver
dollars, halves
quartet s, dimes,
gold coins, proof
sets & mints sets.
Randy Brandon
293-G999

.

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTOR*

Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental
plans, salary plus commission. are all part of
an excellent benefit package.

uhf

of golf

her who

The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
a:cepting resumes for the position of
Advertising
Sales
Representative.
Responsibilities for this position include servicing established accounts, developing advertising plans and developing new accounts in
Murray and surrounding areas. You must env)
working with the public and be self-motivated.
Prior sales experience is required. Degree in
Advertising. Marketing. or Public Relations
preferred, but not required. Salary will be
based on education and sales experience.

Want to Buy

'Murray. Mossage
bij Patty

-ADVERTISING SALES

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

Yeary the

VISA

Study in paradise
9/miles from campus
515 Sadale Lri 6/acres
$500/mo
206-883-6219
Houses Fur Rent
1BR, Lease & Deposit
Nc Pets! 270-753
0728, 270-994-3308
2BR, 1BA $425/mo,
$425/dep.
293-1017, 753-1159
257 Tobacco Rd
2i3R,
IBA.
2-car
garage, large yard, partially fenced $550 plus
security 978-7441
2BR, 1BA, 5min North
of Murray, no pets.
759-4826.

Very nice, large, 1BR
All appliances, including washer and dryer.
270-759-58E5 or
270-293-7085

to
Start.... Murray
Ledger & Times
(210)753-1916

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

.SUBSCRME

.I * * yoga * *:
: HOL1Y0DAY .
iI * sOILUTIONI * .1
I

1
1 *

Give a gift subscription to the

I

i
MURRAY

. LEDGER SITIlii..*.:
:*

1BR

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mon-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

360
Storage Rints1:7

2BR, 1E3A, 5min North
of Murray, no pets
759-4826.
3 & 48R Houses
Available
C/H/A,
Various
Locations
Coleman RE
270-753-9898

I Home
I 3 mo.
I 6 mo.
I 1 yr.

I
1
I

Delivery

"$305:
$105.0o

Local Mail

6
3 me.
I yr.

Rest of K WM
i'niic'.mr& Bo...Jun.1

The Place

VERY nice 38R with
garage, C/H/A, and
appliances Coleman
RE
753-9898

$3
$63
5.
10 II
I
I

All Other $
I111a
lli)
1.9°:

Subscriptions

3 mo
3 bedroom 1 bath
house for rent with 8
acres located in Hazel
$675.00 a month. We
also have a 3 bedroom
2 bath house in Murray
for
$700 00
We
requae a one year
lease, one
month
deposit and no pets.
Call for further- information 270-753-2905.

I

$.06
75.::: I

6 mo
I yr

$$
120
7
9°00
50 6
11 :
iy11114.
4:

$145.00

a

I Check

I

Money Order

Visa

M/C

Name
I St. Address
I
City
I State
I
Daytime Ph.
I
•
Mad this (impel ,si h pa mini it,
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916
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Murray
530
Services Offered

Services Offered
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

F

SUDOKU

Get a 2x2 two
weeks for 0150
Call Ashley Morris or
Carrie Stephenson at
270-753-1916

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
*Flight Review
-Discovery Flight

759-1151.293-2783
1
293-2784

(270)873-2098

Carporiffy,.Lighi
Elactrical. Mobile.
Welding,(Yarcle, &
. Much More. '
No job 'Too Smpti

(270)925-5387
EIL

dims' 4/11111)
NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
All ize Units
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

Oddi Jobs; Repairs

.

Home. Auto, '

O'BRYAN TREE
& DEBRIS

Tll (•-,LHvict •

• Localty owned
.,and operated',
, • Free Estimates
•Ix & Ins,
270.703-1021
270-703-4005
Johhny 0 Bryan

8
6
7
2

75
5
2 6 7i 4
7
31 8 5
1
4
5 3
4
9
6 5 7
9
43
2
8
530
Services Offered

'Appliance

Hamilton cria‘nite

marbir

Repair
ROOFING Licensed
and
fully
insured
Adam's
Home
Improvement
270-227-2617

YEARRY'S
Service
Free
mates. Phone
2562, 227-0267

ALL BRANDS

Ward Elkins
-27O-7S3-113,

St. Rt 121)1.
53-8087

337

i‘lt. \1)11.1)1t11 • 24; I -2.,
Display finip.s:.Nr,(10-3 lii

Tree
esti436

MBC Storage
10 X 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center
•
'tete;

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSEB
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 4261
270-753-5562
J&I. RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH Si
orner of 121 S. A mri,aak.
10 10 S25 101,15 1.40
(270).136-2524
1270i 293-6906
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
Commence!Prop. For Ratt

'lanai I edger C limes I air
Housing Act Notice
All real ...tatu ad% timed herein
sublevt to the Fetie:al Fair
Homing Ad. %filch makes it
illegal to advent.). an% prefer
limitation or dn.:minakon based out race, color. nth
01111
handkap, familial sta
or national origin or mten11.)n to make am such peeler,•,),e),, limitations or do•cruntnaton
state law. turbid disitroination
n the
ntntal or adverteang
real,
s tate hmed on taetor, in
additton to thme. protected
ursicr tederal la%
)Vs. is ill know ngl, 3.'14
.,,l‘ertearl{ strealt...tate htal
not In %Iolat•m ot the Lass All
1,•rson• are ht.reM informed
that all dykellino ad% ermed an.
allahle on an elual opportu
nits ham,
I or turther
usith Fair
llom)ne Ad% erMini, require
rnentNAA loumel
R,is, \I.i.1111 (1111 6414.101X,

190
Used Cars

HOLLAND.
MOTOR•SALES

1414
Oakhill
Dr.,
Campbell
Estates,
145x175ft, perfect for
walkout
basement.
270-759-5469 or 270978-0876

I

309 Woodlawn 3BR,
2BA,
new
decor.
$77,900 474-2520

1111011)

,111

glad to help.
Murray Ledger & Times
270453-1916

YOUR Al)
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

You can count on the
most experienced
in West Ky.
403 Tom Taylor Trail

753-7728
Hill Electric
Since 1986

24 noun sanvica
Res.. Cont. & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All a).- big or small

753-9562
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
iunk & tree work.
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
18733)
ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions, Remodeling.
Roofing. Vinyl Siding,
Laminate
Floors.
Repairs, workers comp

Insured.
227-2617.

Livestock & Supplies

Call $118 we will be

753-1816 227-0611

BRAND new 3BR 2BA
2 Car garage, Custom
Brick
home
in
Briarcrest Subdivision.
Hardwood
Floors,
Formal dining, custom
cabinets, open floor
plan with lots of natural
light. Approx. 1800 SF
Living Call for your
private showing
270-753-2905.

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer, back hoe, and
track
hoe
work.
Installation and repair
on septic systems
Now offering septic
tank pumping. Major
credit cards accepted
978-0404
CHASE Futrell Lawn
Care. 8yrs. exp
293-8814

Call us we will be
glad to help.

Stones,

the

Who.

Metallica and others, including
American jazz great Louis
Armstrong.
"Who wants to save the 100
Club?," McCartney asked fans
Photo provided after he and his band walked on
CHEER WINNERS: Universal Athletics' Cosmic Rays Senior Level 2 team recently took first stage singing an a cappella verplace in the Winterjam cheer competition in Lexington on Saturday. Dec. 11. Pictured from left; sion of "Hey Jude."
Tickets for the gig cost 60
front row, Makayla Jenkins and Cameron Parks; second row, Myla Taylor and Morgan
Adams;
and third row, Rose Haffener, Tori Wolfe, Mikayla Groves, McKenzie Henson, Samantha Logan pounds($90). Fans started lining
up hours before the show.
and Jessica Smith.

Horoscope
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, Dec. 21, 2010:
This year, the theme of the unexpected surrounds you. Don't fight
the course of events, and you'll see the light at the end of the tunnel.
if not the end itself. The only error you can make is to hold on to
what isn't working. If you are single, even if you are sure this person is "it," take at least a year to commit. Someone better for you
could be around the corner. If you are attached, the two of you need
to re-establish some basics, resulting from your inner reflection.
Trust in the process. CANCER often challenges you.
The Stars Show the hind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; I-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** Even if you feel frenetic and act frenetic, understand that you

LOT FOR SALE BY
OWNER! Country living
near
Murray
between 2 beautiful
homes A 3 acre lot for
$60,000 or 4.5 acre lot
380
for $70,000. Build your
Pets & Supplies
one-story 2,000 square
feet (minimum) dream
home or a one and a
DOG Obedience
half or story residence
(270)436-2858
of 1,500 square feet
(ground floor). The lot
FREE kittens
is located on Oaks
293-1017, 753-1159.
Country Club Road
Shih-Tzu
puppies
near the intersection of
AKC CKC, male $200- Wiswell Road. Call
270-251-0310 270-435-4001
$300
evenings

FEEDER Pigs
270-227-7625

Mowing, Manicuring,
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfacinfin. guarantee

Need help
Promoting your
Business?

Rolling

7,re..1l14,1,61T•

RETAIL Store in Hazel
5000
SF
$1000.00/month
270-492-8211

SWEET
French
Bulldog puppy. $400.
Call for more info. Cell:
904-382-5472

.•
L&M
LAWN SERVICE

3 6 2 8 1 5 4 7 9
8 9 5 4 7 2 1 3 6
4 1 7 3 6 9 8 2 5

LONDON (API
Former
Beatle Paul McCartney played
his smallest gig in more than a
decade Friday in a bid to save a
landmark London club faced
with closure because of a steep
rent increase.
McCartney
played
a
lunchtime show before about
300 fans at the 100 Club in central London. wooing the crowd
with "Magical Mystery Tour,"
"All My Loving" and a host of
other favorites.
It marked the first time
McCartney had played the 100
Club, which once hosted the

REDUCED. Priced for
quick sale New energy
efficient. 38R, 2BA 2car garage. 2,240 sq.
ft cathedral ceilings,
concrete
driveway,
large lot No city taxes
Lots of energy rebates.
2 I 0-3781. 559-2032

92 Ford Truck. 351
Windsor
engine.
$2.000 0130. 270-8045060. 270-227-8266

2 5 9 I 8 3 7 6 4
7 4 3 5 2 6 9 1 8
1 8 6 9 4 7 2 5 3
5 2 1 6 9 4 3 8 7
9 3 8 7 5 1 6 4 2
6 7 4 2 3 8 5 9 1

McCartney
plays tiny
London club

Bedroom hoznts in
Riverfleld Estates.
BC Real Propert
Professionals
293-7872

We Finance
Storage Rentals
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Answer to previous puzzle
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460
Heroes For Sale

812 Whitnell Ave.

753-3853

1

'len y

Handyman Work

Jacob
I
270-978-0278

FtJTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood Insured.
489-2839.
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are not the only one. Greet the Winter Solstice with a smile, knowing
that you cannot be all things to all peop12. Then breathe. Doesn't that
feel better? Tonight A must appearance.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Pressure builds, especially with last-minute gifts and
details. If you can, take off or go to a concert, like the "Messiah." You
will be able to deal with today's pressure better after a timeout. Don't
stand on ceremony if someone doesn't call back. Call again. Tonight:
Let your imagination lead.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Defer all you want. Understand that you cannot do everything, even if others want you to. Be aware of spending and perhaps
not only a last-minute need to spend but also an inner demand to be
less extravagant. Tonight: Togetherness is the theme.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Your energy feeds off the Moon. Don't worry if your energy
fades; today's Lunar Eclipse could drain you. Don't put too many
demands on yourself. No one can be on all the time! Tonight:
Whatever makes you smile. Refuse to be triggered by a loved one.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
** * lake your time. Don't react to pressure from friends or loved
ones. You know where you ale going. Sometimes it is best not to
explain everything, even if someone demands just that. A little mystery proves to be extremely alluring. Tonight: No one can find you
because. .
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** ** Understand that people can and will reverse themselves.
Don't get too stuck in letting them know you are right. That type of
rigidity does nothing but distance people. Knowing you don't want
that coolness, focus on empathizing. Tonight: Unpredictable at best.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** News from those at a distance could be quite startling, forcing
you to regroup. Your intuition about a loved one or child could be
more right-on than you realize. Don't stand on ceremony over a misunderstanding. Tonight: Could be late.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Seek out an activity that allows some sense of detachment
.
You easily could be overwhelmed by everything that is happening.
The faster you let go of what is triggering you, the happier you will
be. A child or loved one continues to be irascible. Tonight: Put on
Christmas music.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Extremes mark your moods and those you deal with. Try
lying low and not pushing any issue; otherwise, the end result could
be a problem. Let a partner express his or her ideas and dominate.
Tonight. Go for cozy.
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by Jacqueline Bigar
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You might feel as if you are on a seesaw, and in a sense you
are! As you juggle other people's needs with your own, give up
either/or thinking. Why can't everyone have what he or she wants?
Try to encompass more open thinking. Tonight. Sort through invitations.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Understand that you might not be able to accomplish what
you want. Too much is happening around you over which you have
little to no control. Maintain a strong hand with your personal
finances. Don't allow any impulse buying. Tonight: Early to bed.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Your playfulness, though well-intended, could upset someone. Your creativity bubbles forth in nearly all situations, whether
decorating a tree or handling a problem at work. A meeting or strong
friend pushes hard to have you do what he or she wants. Tonight.
Where is the mistletoe?
BORN TODAY
Talk-show host Phil Donahue (1935), actor Samuel L Jackson
(1948), tennis champ Chris Evert (1954)
•
•
•

Jacqueline Bigar is on the Internet at www.iacquelinebigar.com.
(c) 2010 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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SEA/O US YOUR
PHOTOS
The Murray Ledger & Time.% wants you
to share your photographs of
people in the community.

THINK Li
r-35H FINK

When you submit photographs include
the event, date, place. organization
As well as name of everyone in the photo.
Digital photos: May be submitted in
JPEG format to composing 00murrayledger.com
Print Photos: May be dropped off
at the Ledger office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.,
or mailed to
P.O. Box 1040, Murray, Ky. 42071
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Looking Back

Curious grandsons

wonder
if Santa's on the up and up
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Ten years ago
Published is a picture of 1Cpeuny store manager Sue Chastain
as she gives United Way executive director Peggy Billington
donation of $5,000 toward the
organization's goal of $.311,000
Monday afternoon.
Amanda Chadwick was presented the 2(XX) Glen Sims Leadership Award at Calloway County 4-H awards banquet.
Recently reported births include
a girl to Randy and Veronica
Smith. and a girl to Casey Marie
Daugherty.
Calloway County seventhgrade girls beat Murray 37-31 in
a basketball game.
Twenty years ago
Clarks River overflowed its
banks Tuesday to send several
inches of water into old Almo.
Published is a picture of the residence of Earl C. Maisel that
received water damage to the living room and front porch.
Margaret Jones and Bettye Bennett were sworn into the Murray
Human Rights Commission on
Tuesday night by Mayor Bill
Cherry.
Nicholas Leslie and Chase
Leslie had then first birthday
party on Dec. II. They are the
sons of Cindy Leslie and Danny
Washburn, and the grandsons of
Rutty Jo Leslie and the late Roy
Pep,a, one-liter bottle, is listed as selling for 77 cents in the
ad for 1GA.
Thirty years ago
A total of 388 students have
filed applications for degrees at
Murray State University at midyear: 305 tor bachelor's degrees.
68 for master's degrees and 12
for associate degrees They present 23 states and four foreign countries.
Recently reported births include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Barber; a boy to Mr -and Mrs. Jerry
Stutter; and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. James W. Walker.
Murray High Tigers beat Trigg
County 79-6 t. and Calloway Lak-

ers lost to Ballard 84-66 in has
kethall games.
Forty years ago
The Murray Cis itan Club will
meet tomorrow night to assem •
ble and distribute 48 food baskets to selected needy lannhes,
according to Ld Hendon. president.
William T. Jeffrey son of
and Mrs. William Jeffrey of Mut
ray. has been chosen as presi
dent-elect of the Conference
Affiliated States and Territorial
Associations, composed of all
state vocational associational officers in the United States and Territories.
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Scherffius
of Lynn Grove will have open
house in celebration of their 50th
wedding anniversary on Dec. 27.
Fifty years ago
First prize winners in the
Christmas Home Decoration Lighting Contest, sponsored by the
Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club are Marvin
Long, 505 Pine Street. house and
grounds, Mrs. Tommye Taylor.
Meadow Lane, doors: Mrs. Joe
M. Parker. 307 South 13th Street,
windows: Katie Bailey, 902 Olive
Street, appealing to children.
Prof. L.B. Howton, head of
the Department of Agriculture.
Murray State College, has been
elected president of the Kentucky
Artificial Breeding Association.
Prof. and Mrs. Leslie R. Putnam will celebrate their 50th wedding MOM ersary on Dec. 22.
Sixty years ago
Recently reported births include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Robert P.
Moody: a boy to Mr. and Mts.
Julian Jones. and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. George Wilson.
In high school basketball
games. Casey beat Lynn Grove;
Murray Training beat Calvert ('ity;
and Brewers beat Kirksey.
The free show for children
will be held Dec. 22 at the Varsity Theatre. The show will feature a Gene Autry film, along
with tour cartoons.
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BKY: I have two
small i.i.tedsons Fhey asked me
.ss Its‘r:011,t ( ialls begs for money
in loini oi the shopping mall. I
was shockcd by the question and
didn't know w hat to tell them
So I said it was to get toys for
all the other boys and girls.
My grandson also asked me
Santa goes
to bingo. I
gave them the
same answer.
My daughter
their mom)
asakosurby
1""-11
their
questions. I'm a
bingo enthusiast. SO
guess that's
hy
they
By Abigail
asked. Did I
Van Buren
answer properly?
what
would you have said? -- GRANDMA GLORIA IN OHIO
DEAR GRANDMA GLORIA:
You handled the questions masterfully. Had I been asked, my
response would have differed only
slightly. I might have said Santa
was asking for donations so he
could buy toys for the little boys
and girls whose families couldn't
afford them this Christmas -- and
then handed Santa something from
me and the grandkids.

Dear Abby

DEAR ABBY: Please help Cal
ilornia's public hospitals and firefighters by spreading a winter
safety message that can help your
readers prevent serious injury. disfigurement and death. Every winter we see house fires and burns
caused by candles, fileplaces and
space heaters, which are often
used to heat or light homes during the cold, dark days of winter.
Children are at particular risk.
Our hospitals' burn centers say
that at least one-third of their
patients ale under the age of 4.
We all know children are curious

Berliners, who were allowed oneday visits to relatives in the Eastern sector for the holidays.
In 1976, Chicago Mayor
Richard J. Daley died at age 74.
In 1978, former White House
chief of staff H.R. Haldeman was
released from prison after serving
18 months for his role in the
Watergate Cover-up.
In 1987, more than 4,300 people were killed when the Dona
Paz. a Philippine passenger ship,
collided with the tanker Vector
off Mindoro island.
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DEAR ABBY: Our mother
embarrasses the heck out of us
in restaurants. She makes lavish
requeqs and is constantly complaining. How do we tell her she's
embarrassing us'? -- WE GOT A
LEMON
DEAR GOT A LEMON: How
about saying it in plain English
when you're in private?

Cystic acne difficult to treat
DEAR DR. GOTT: My daughter is 18 years old. She has
swelling in her left cheek that is
now moving into her eye. Her
dermatologist says it's cystic acne.
We tried tetracycline and erythromycin, to no avail. What can
we do'? Your help would be appreciated.
DEAR READER: Let's start
with sonic basic facts about acne
First, despite
popular
belief, acne
can occur to
anyone at any
age hut is
moi:t common
in teenagers.
Because of
this, it is
thought that
hormones

When the !sire is closed, the lesion
is referied to as a whitehead
because it remains flesh-colored
-- Cysts are pus-billed lumps
beneath the skin that are iitten
painful. They are boil-like and
are the most likely form to e Aust.
scarring Because of this. t;)she
acne is the most sev ere form if
acne and the hardest to treat.
In most cases, a physician doesn't need to treat acne. If the
lesions resist over-the-counter
remedies, cover a large area, or
are adversely affecting your social
interactions or self-esteem, referral to a dermatologist may be
beneficial.
There are several over-theCounter remedies Most are topical lotions or ointments. These
may contain salicylic or lactic
acid, sulfur, resorcinol or hen"))I
peroxide as the active ingredient.
role.y. playa
For Their primary purpose is to dry
By
Dr. Peter Gott some women. oil and aid the removal of dry.
the
skin. Some prescription topical,
prior to menstruation, pregnancy work similarly to OTC products
or starting/stopping birth control but are more potent, while othmay also cause outbreaks.
ers include topical retmoids and
When pores that contain hair antibiotic,. Antibiotics (oral and
follicles become plugged by an topical) are used to treat infecoverproduction of oil, a buildup tion that may be present and are
of bacteria and/or irregular shed- most commonly used by those
ding of dead skin cells, acne can with moderate to severe forms.
occur. It pnmarily affects the face, Topical ointments are often used
shoulders, back, neck and chest simultaneously. Oral contraceptives
because these areas have the great• can be considered, especially if
est number of functional oil glands. menstrual-cycle irregularities are
There are five types of lesion also present. Chemical peels and
associated with acne
microdermahrasion may be help-- Papules are small, raised ful. Laser and light therapies may.
humps that may be red and ten- be recommended for people who
der. and typically signal inflam- califs tolerate acne medications.
mation or infection of the openWhen cystic forms do not
ing of the hair follicle.
respond well to other options.
-- Nodules are large. solid lumps isotretinoin may be considered. It
beneath the surface of the skin is highly effective but carries some
and may be painful, indicating potentially serious side effects, so
infection deep within the hair fol- users must be closely monitored.
licles.
Women of reproductive age must
-- Pustules are red, tender, pus- participate in an FDA-approved
filled lesions.
monitoring program in order to
Comedones occur when the receive the drug because of the
hair follicle becomes plugged by high risk oh birth defects should
oil and dead skin. When the pore the woman become reptant. Thew
is oPien, the plug becomes dark effects can last for several weeks
and !, referred to as a blackhead. after stopping treatment

Dr. Gott

Hints From Hebb.
In 1803. the Louisiana Purchase was completed as ownership of the territory was formally transferred from France to the
United States.
In 1864, Confederate forces
evacuated Savannah. Ga.. as Union
Gen. William T. Sherman continued his "March to the Sea."
In 1945, the Of fiee of Price
Administration announced the end
of tire 'awning. effective Jan. I.
1946.
n 196.l. the Berlin Wall was
opened for the first time to West
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sense you
give up
;he wants?
nigh invita-

and will touch just about any thing that catches their eye. but
very young children don't have
the reflexes to remove their hand
quickly when they touch something hot. That's why we urge
parents of young children to he
especially vigilant throughout the
winter months.
Christmas trees also become
increasingly hazardous after the
holidays, when people wait too
long to dispose of trees that have
dried out and become more flammable. -- MELISSA STAFFORD
JONES, CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION OF PUBLIC HOSPITALS,
AND KEVIN NIDA, CALIFORNIA STATE FIREFIGHTERS'
ASSOCIATION
DEAR
MELISSA
AND
KEVIN: I'm pleased to help
remind my readers about the danger of burns in winter, and your
warning that the longer Chr,stmas trees are kept, the more easily they ignite.
After reading your letter I spoke
with Capt. Steve Ruda, public
information officer for the Los
Angeles Fire Department, who
pointed out that putting up a
Christmas tree early increases the
chances of a lire hazard. (Trees
that are sold "freshly cut" are
actually cut down in October.) He
suggests that a good time to consider taking ;he tree down is when
you touch it and the needles fall
off easily.
Readers, search online for more
safety tips, in both English and
Spanish. at www.caph.org or
www.e.sfa.net. They're offered as
public Service messages from both
of the above associations.

Today In WWI
By the Associated Press
lisia) is Monday. Dec. 20, the
354th day of 2010. These are 11
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History'.
On Dec. 20. 1860. South Carolina became the first state to
secede from the Union as all 169
delegates to a special convention
in Charleston voted in favor of
separation.
On this date:
In 1790. the first successful
cotton nub in the United States
began I Ter:11111,2 ill Pay,tucker. R
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Vinegar
Coes to the
Head
I) e a !Readers:
There is an
inexpensive
and easy way
to
clean
shower
heads using
one of my favorite household
items, VINEGAR! So before
you call the plumber, try this
simple hint:
If you can remove the shower head, soak it in a small bucket or bowl of hot vinegar to
dissolve the buildup. Then use
an old toothbrush or toothpick
to loosen any remaining deposits.
If the shower head is not
removable, fill a sturdy plastic
bag. with vinegar, and tape. tie
or rubber-band it so that the
shower head is submerged. Let
it soak several hours or overnight.
After either cleaning method,
put the water on full blast, and
you should be hack up to full
shower power. I have put together my favorite money-saving
vinegar hints in a pamphlet. If
you would like to receive one.
send $5 along with a long, selfaddressed, stamped (61 cents)

by
Helots.

envelope to: Heloise/Vinegar.
P.O. Box 795001, San Antonio.
TX 78279-5001. Add a tablespoon of white vinegar to about
8 ounces of water, rinse with
this, and it will leave your hair
soap-residue-free. -- Heloise
FAST FACTS
Dear Readers: Next time
yon have a foil balloon, don't
throw it away once it is deflated. Instead, try one of these
reuses:
aminate it and use as a
place mat.
* Use it as gift wrapping.
• Put it on a bulletin board.
• Line a basket with it.
• Use as the background of
a scrapbook or photo-album page.
Heloise
SLIDING GROCERIES
Dear Heloise: I keep an empty
laundry basket in the back of
my minivan to put groceries in
to take home. The carpet is very
slippery, and everything, including cases of cans, used to slide
around. I put a piece of the
rubbery shelf liner under the
basket and another piece of it
down on the carpet to put the
cases of cans on. They don't
slide at all now, and I can
unload them without having to
crawl into the car to slide them

to the back. -- Jan Foutz in
Fartnington. N.M.
LIGHT SWITCHES
Dear Heloise: Sometimes the
screws would come loose on
one of my electrical switch plates.
and I would have to hunt down
a screwdriver and go back into
the room to tighten them. Then
another time another one would
get loose. Now I fix them all
just twice a year. I just walk
from room to room with a screw driver in hand ar.d tighten all
the switch plates (remember.
righty-tighty. -- J.T. in California
Preventative is better than
curative! A few minutes twice
a year is a good investment ol
time. -- Heloise
SOUND OFF
Dear Heloise: I find it disingenuous when restaurants advertise "homemade" or "just like
homemade." When I go out to
dine. I've already had homemade food. I want meals prepared by a professional chef.
with delightful presentations.
served by a skilled wait staff.
-- Richard French in North Port.
Fla.
1c)20141 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.
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SEEP NOW ARENT YOU GLAD
I SAVED ALL THESE BOXES AND
WRAPPING
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TO BE HONEST, PART OF ME
APPRECIATES PIE 5AVING5,
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THINK LIZ WOULD LIKE A
F151A FINDER FOR CHRISTMAS

WELL. EXCUSE ME
FOR NO1 THINKING
LIKE A GIRL

GUNNY
YOU RUN
LiKE ONE
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Crèche figure
Welt fast
Noted baseball family
Piano pieces
Inner being
Tel Aviv setting
U2 guitarist
Restful resort
Guitar great Carlos
Tennis court divider
Passport, license, etc
Heredity unit
Some Christmas mail
"Four calling —..."
Friend te Francoise
Half- — (coffee order)
Tear
New Mexico's capital
Low digit'
Vienna setting
Crescent shapes Var
Wide-eyed
Wonder of music
Departed
Perfect places
Christmas tree topper
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Glossy fabric
Lingo
Shrek's love
Raring to go
Holiday lead-in
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NEW CROSSWORD BOOK! Send $4 75 (check to i»
ThuniasAseph Book 1. PO Box 536475, Orlando. it 32853 64,-,
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HAVE 1 EVER TOLD THE
LOORLD WAR I FLYING ACE
HOW MUCH I ADMIRE HIS
BEAUTIFUL SILK SCARF?

PERHAPS THE FLYING ACE
MIGHT BE WILLING TO TRADE
IT FOR A LITTLE KISS
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Ship poles
Hilo hello
City of northern France
Christmas season
Occupies the throne
Puzzled
Mongrel
"Lou Grant" star
Pool part
Blackboards
Pops
Present attachments
Seasonal songs
"Wait —!"
Turned red, perhaps
Prohibits
Leads to
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Sl ORTS
www.murrayledger.com

e-mail: sportsPmurrayledger.com
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL:
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS 62,
\IIJRRAY STATE 61

COLLEGE BASKETBALL: MURRAY STATE 69, WESTERN KENTUCKY 60

Hill toppled

AL
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KENNEDY GETS
TEAM EFFORT IN
WIN OVER RIVALS,
CALLS IT
`CHARACTER'
VICTORY
TOMMY DILLARD tedqrr & Timer.

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Editor
For a coach who often decries his
players' focus on scoring points offensively, Billy Kennedy must have loved
B.J. Jenkins pregame declaration
Saturday night that he wanted to finish
the game with 10 assists or more.
Kennedy WaS even happiei when
the senior guard made good on his
goal, dishing out 10 assists to just one
turnover in a 69-60 victory over
Western Kentucky that the head coach
called a "character win."
"I just wanted to come in and create
for other peopk." said Jenkins, who
also scored nine points. "My shot hasn't been falling lately, so I figured I
would try and do something else to
help the team win. My teammates
made me look good."
If Saturday's game was indeed the
last time the two longtime rivals hook
up for a while. the Racers were happy
to send the Hilltoppers out of the
CFSB Center with a loss in tow,
improving their record against WKU

Jessica Winfrey goes to the basket
as Southern Illinois' Chemise
Mitchell makes a last-ditch effort at
a block during Saturday's game at
the CFSB Center. Winfrey pulled
down 10 rebounds in a losing effort
for the Racers.

Furious
tally falls
rot,o short
fur Racers
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
ATENDS MSU LOSING
STREAK TO EIGHT

to 9-6 since 19X9.

It was Western heao coach Ken
McDonald who perhaps said it best.
chalking the loss up to the Racers'
dominance on the offensive boards as
well as sophomore guard Isaiah
Canaan's red-hot night from beyond
the three-point arc.
Murray State pulled down 12 offensive rebounds, nine of which came in
the second half, and senior forward
Jeffery McClain delivered perhaps the
biggest play of the night, securing a
missed Canaan free throw and putting
it hack to stretch the Racers' lead to
67-60 with 47 seconds left to play.
One of the most telling stats of the
night was the 19 points MSU secured
on second-chance opportunities compared to WKIT's seven.
Overall. MSU outrebounded the
Hilhoppers, who feature one of the
strongest frontcourts the Racers will
see this season, by three.
"We were being very aggressive on
the offensive glass. attacking because

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times

Murray State guard B.J. Jenkins attempts to drive past Western Kentucky's Stephon Drane Saturday
night at the CFSB Center. Jenkins dished out 10 assists in the victory.
we knew they were a good rebound- tardy arrival to a team meeting earlier
ing team and like to run," said Isacc this week.
Up Next
Miles. "Our guards, we all got a share
Canaan. MSU's leading scorer at
Murray State at
in the rebounds because we all 13.2 points per game. didn't enter the
Tennessee-Martin
attacked the glass."
action until the 12-minute mark of the
whet 7 30 p m Tuesday
Indeed, it was a team effort on the first half, but quickly made up for lost
Where: Elam Center (Martin, Tenn )
boards for a Murray State club for time.
TV: Racer Network
Redio: WFGS 163 7 FM
which no player notched more than
The sophomore front Biloxi, Miss.,
Records: MSU 7-4 (1-1 OVC), UTM 4-7 (0-2,
five rebounds, the number secured by poured in a game-high 19 points and
OVC)
guard Donte Poole, who got his first went 5-for-8 from three • point range.
Lest meeting: MSU won 77 45 in Martin in
2010
start of the season thanks to Canaan's
•See RACERS. 13

Series record: MS11 leads 36-3

Was win last laugh in series for awhile?
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Editor
Both Western Kentucky head
coach Ken McDonald and Murray
State chief Billy Kennedy fielded
questions Saturday night about the
future of the rivalry series, which
expires this season and has not been
renewed.

McDonald

reiterated that the

Hilltoppers are exploring other
options while remaining open to the
possibility of continuing the series.
McDonald acknowledged that his
club could have the opportunity to
secure home-and -home series with
schools such as Xavier, Butler.
Vanderbilt or Tennessee, but that the
Racers remained an option.
"We're just not as far along with

our schedule as Murray is." he said.
"Murray has been calling."
Vor Kennedy's part. he said he
would love to continue the series
with WKU. but that he respects the
Toppers' decision.
"The needs of the programs are a
little different," he said. "For us, we
would love it. We think it's a great
series to keep going. and we need the

It I

I' `s1N

games. But I understand if Western
has the opportunity to play Xavier
and some other people home-andhome. I would love those opportunities, too.
"Hopefully it will keep going, but
everybody's got to do what's best for
them, and I respect whatever happens
from here on out."

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Editor
If freshman forward Mary Jehlik is
indicative of the rest of Murray State's
women's basketball team, the understanding of what needs to happen for 40 minutes
in a game is there.
The execution isn't yet.
The Racers came tantalizingly close to
notching their first win over a Division I
opponent this season Saturday night
against Southern Illinois, but couldn't
extend a furious late-game rally to a victory, falling 62-61.
In the postgame press conference.
Jehlik, making just her second start as a
Racer, was quick to shoulder blame for
Southern Illinois' nine three-pointers,
including a late one that proved to the decisive basket.
The Salukis found an open Teri Oliver,
who drained the trifecta with 13 seconds
left to give SIU a one-point lead. A missed
jumper by Mariah Robinson with three seconds left helped the Salukis escape the
CFSB Center with victory in tow.
"In a close game like this, there are a lot
of things you can look back and realize that
if you had done, then you would have
won," said Jehlik.
"I know personally. those three-pointers
were my fault. If I had stuck to the scouting report. we wouldn't have had those
issues so much. I was helping when I
should have stayed out."
If the first step to correction is acknowledgment of wrongdoing. Jehlik and the
Racers are well on their way.
What Jehlik isn't saying, however, is
•See

WOMEN,13
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Tigers capture Invitational title; Lakers place sixth
MA (;II,, ERICKSON

SE'l NEW
RECORDS FOR VICTOR 1011S MHS

TOMMY DILLARD

orlrier & Times

Murray freshman Daniel McGee swims in the 100-yard
backstroke during Saturday's Murray Tiger Invitational at
Murray State's Student Recreation and Wellness Center.

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Editor
The loudest cheer of the
afternoon at Saturday's Murray
Tiger In national came when
Lone Oak was announced as the
second -place overall finisher at
the meet at Murray State's
Susan E. Bauernfeind Student
Recreation
and
Wellness
Center.
The raucous celebration didn't come from the Purple Flash
and their supporters.
Instead. it came from
Murrav's swimmers. who knew
Meru ft SI 110111C meet of the

2010-11 season was likely
going to come down to a battle
for first between themselves
and Lone Oak.
"We're always trying to come
in and defend our territory,"
said senior Adam Miller, who
won both the 200-yard freestyle
and 500 free on Saturday.
The Tigers did just that.
blowing away the competition
on the boy side and getting just
enough support from the girls to
take first overall with 139.5
points. Lone Oak was second
•See SWIMMING, 13

.....airmailikah.
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TOMMY OIL LARD / Ledger 8, Times

Calloway County sixth-grader Natalie Hahs swims in the
500-yard freestyle during Saturday's Murray Tiger
Invitational. Hahs took first in the race.
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Front Page 12
'l1,. moves well without the
hat we relaxed a little too
much on him," McDonald said.
"Especially once he hits a couple, you've got to be right there
on him. Every time we would
get a run going, he'd hit a three
to knock us back."
After some of his threes,
Canaan looked to the crowd of
5,667 and nodded his head.
"I was feeding off the
crowd," he said. "Every time it
was going up, they were saying
it was going in, so I just smiled
at them and thanked them for
guiding it in for me at the end."
The Racers took exquisite
care of the basketball, turning it
over a season-low seven times
while forcing the Hilltoppers
into 17 turnovers.
"We knew we had to heat
them up," said Jenkins, who
accounted for two steals himself. "We knew their best players
were their three, four and five,
and that we would have to pressure them full court. Coach
emphasized that all week in
practice, and we knew defense
was going to win this game for

Staff Report
The Murray High Lady
Tigers are 1-1 through two
games at the Republic Bank
Classic at Lexington Catholic.
Murray High opened up the
tournament with a 63-57 loss to
two-time defending
West
Virginia state champion St.
Joseph on Saturday before
rebounding with a win over
Garrard County on Sunday 6445.
The Lady Tigers fell behind From Page 12
early against St. Joseph, and with 122 points.
trailed 15-7 entering the second
Calloway County finished
quarter. During the second sixth out of 10 teams overall,
Murray High played better, but taking fifth on the girls side and
still trailed 29-17 entering half- seventh on the boys.
time.
Murray's boys racked up
Out of the locker room and nearly twice as many points as
into the third quarter, however, any other team. scoring 103.5 to
the Lady Tigers did what they beat second-place Heath's 53.
have done all season, and that is
MHS did it without two of its
be a second-half team.
stronger swimmers, who were
Murray High kept pace with out due to illness.
St. Joseph during the third quar"It was a good day considerter, and outscored them 28-22 ing the whole team has really
in the fourth quarter behind been struggling with illnesses,"
what head coach Rechelle said head coach John Wand.
Turner called her team's, "best "We had two girls that came in
basketball of the yearand swam today even though
Even though the Lady Tigers they were sick. I just couldn't be
lost, they made several key more pleased with the effort to
shots and forced several come in and do that."
turnovers down the stretch that
In addition to Miller's two
allowed them to shrink the lead first-place finishes, the Tigers
down to just one multiple times. also got firsts from 2010 state
Sophomore Janssen Starks meet
competitor
Lauren
led the way for the Lady Tigers Erickson in the 200 individual
with 14 points while Imam medley and 100 breaststroke.
Haley Armstrong added 12. Daniel McGee in the 200 IM.
Junior Shelby Crouch hid nine Connor McKenna in the 50 free
points and 10 rebounds, while
and the boys 200 and 400 free
senior Sian House also reached relays.
double-digit boards with 10 and
Some Murray swimmers
added five points.
swam events that weren't their
St. Joseph was led by fresh- "trademark" events, such as
man Mycal Johnson, who Erickson, who was absent from
Turner said is one of the best the 100 backstroke, in which
players the Lady Tigers have she went to state, and swam the
ever seen with 26 points and 200 IM instead.
eight rebounds.
Miller doesn't usually swim
In their second matchup of the 500 free, but was able to
the tournament, the Lady Tigers take first nonetheless, while
saw Garrard County. a team out notching a new personal-best
of the 12th Region.
time by seven seconds at
The Lady Tigers jumped out 5:35.66.
to an early 10-4 lead and held
It was an especially good day
on to a six point advantage at for McGee, who, in addition to
half'ime.
his first in the 200 IM,set a new
Murray High continued their personal record in the 100 backstrong
second-half
play, stroke at 59.14 seconds.
outscoring the Lady Golden
He broke his own school
Lions 17-7 in the third quarter record in the 200 IM and set a
to stretch their lead to 16 new one in the 100 backstroke.
points.
For Erickson, it was another
Armstrong led the way with predictably excellent perform20 points, while Crouch pitched ance in a season in which she
in 13 and added four steals. has seen marked improvement
Starks had 10 points and eight in some of her other events such
assists while House nearly as the 200 IM.
picked up the double-double
"It's been better than last seawith nine points and nine son," said the two-time regional
boards.
Senior
Amanda champion, who struggled
Winchester also added four through much of 2009-10
steals in the victory.
before peaking at regionals and
Garrard County was led in state.
scoring by Devin Conley with
"Just the mental aspect. I got
14 and Ryan Cain with ten.
stressed out really easily last
The Lady Tigers will return season, and at times, I was gainto the court tonight at 7:30 p.m. ing time. I think I just had a
CST against defending 13th mental barrier. I wasn't always
Region champion Clay County, confident."
who is 3-1 on the season and IThough the Lady Tigers'
I in the Republic Bank Classic. numbers are down this year and

us."
Kennedy said, overall, he
didn't think his team played a
great game, but that the lack of
turnovers allowed the Racers to
make things happen.
Taking care of the ball was
just one of many 'little things'
the coach said helped his squad
win the game.
"That's why I consider this a
good character win," he said.
"We played together. and when
things didn't go well, we didn't
pout. I thought our attitude was
good."
The Racers stood toe-to-toe
with Western in the paint,
outscoring them by two points.
and bested the Hilltoppers 14-6
on points off turnovers.
In addition to C'anaan's 19
points, the Racers got 10 from
Miles, nine from Jenkins to go
with his 10 assists and eight
apiece from Ed Daniel, who
started his third-straight game,
and McClain.
It wasn't all rosy. however.
Murray State struggled to
close out the game at the freethrow line, getting crucial misses from both Miles and Canaan.

COIlgelff 113CP srID
• Sponsored By:

"We were blessed when Jeff
(McClain) came in and cleaned
it up." Miles said. "It was a mental thing for me just stepping to
the line. 'They just didn't fall
tonight. We got the 'W' though."
The victory gave the Racers
three consecutive wins, their
longest streak of the season, and
extended their home winning
streak to 23. Two of Murray
State's recent victories have
come against quality mal-major
programs in
WKU
and
Chattanooga a week ago.
MSU will attempt to keep the
streak rolling right into
Christmas as they dive back into
Ohio Valley Conference play
Tuesday at Tennessee-Martin.
Tip-off is set for 7:30 p 111.
Western Kentucky
Mirray Stale

30 30
32 37

The Insurance Center of Murray
Business•Home•Car•Health•Life
"Your more than one conipanyageneyr

David King

ist•

it's the boys who are dominating meets. Erickson says she is
embracing the company and
hoping to be accompanied to
state by some of her male teammates.
"I know the boys will have a
really good chance to go to
state, and I'd really like to not
be the only one," she said. "It's
me and a bunch of guys a lot of
times at practice, but they're
fun."
Though several Murray individuals will have chances at
qualifying for state. Wand said
he continues to be most hopeful
for his boys relays.
'The 200, made up of
McKenna.
Miller,
Joel
Ferguson and Eb Weber, was
especially strong on Saturday.
setting a season-best with a time
of 1:41.42.
Other Murray swimmers to
notch new personal-bests were

Prep Boys Basketball
Saturday
Si Mary 48 Whitesville Tr.iiity 43
Paducah Tilghman 78 Lone Oak 49
Grasse County TimsPiecs Roundball
Classic
Heath 75 Union City (Tenn )68
Heath 53 Dyersburg (Tenn )49
Marshall C.) 81 Lake Co (Tenn I 54
Marshall Co 66 Union City (Tenn I 51
Graves Co 89 Lake Co (Tenn )76
Graves Co 69 Dyersburg (Tenn 1 53
Tonight
KME Classic (at Trigg Co.)
Huller Co vs Fividland 4 15 p m
Paducah Tilghman Christmas Toum.
Mayfield vs Hopkinsville, 10 a m
Franklin-Simpson vs Mayfield. 2 p m
Graves Co. TIm•Plece Classic
Heath vs Miirshall Co 8 p m
Twin Lakes Holiday Classic
Calloway Co vs Casey Co 2 p m
Ballard Memorial vs Cumberland Co
330 p
Calloway Co vs Magoein Co 8 30
pm
Prep Girls Basketball
Sunday
Republic Bank Classic
(at Lexington Catholic)
Murray 64. c_i.iirani Co 45
Saturday
Lone Oak 60, Paducah TikA timari 60
Heath 45 Carlisle Co
Si Mary 69 VVhitesville frinity 28
Republic Bank Classic
(at Lexington Catholic)
St Joseph (W Va 63 Murray 5-i

60
69

Western Kentucky(64) — Peters 16
Kerusch 15. Pendia 11 Dixon 7
Pettigrew 4. Crook 2, Dickerson 2
Drone 2 Akol 1
PI 21-42 3-pt.. 6-14 FT: 12-19
Rebounds: 27 Turnovers: 17
Murray Slats (7-3) — Canaan 19 Miles
10, Jenkins 9, Daniel 8 McClain 8. Aska
7, Poole 6 Long 2
FG: 24-53 3-pt.: 8-22 FT: 13-20
Rebounds: 30 Turnovers: 7

Trent Lyons, Will Shelton, Nick
Vilardo and Ferguson.
For Calloway, the girls 500
free was the event of the day, in
which the Lady Lakers took the
top two spots.
Natalie Hahs was first with a
time of 6:35.62, two seconds
better than her previous best.
while Alex Workman placed
second at 6:36.58.
"The 5(X) is one of our big
events," said Calloway coach
Amy Workman. "But they are
all big events for me. The kids
are doing things they don't think
they can. We're challenging
them, and they're rising to the
occasion."
Calloway also got strong
performances from Marco
O'Bryan and Robbie Canning.
O'Bryan was second in the 5(X)
free and third in the 200 IM
while Canning was third in the
2(X) free.

1300 Johnson Blvd.•270-753-8355
SCOREBOARD
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Murray falls
to W. Va.
champ,
beats
Garrard Co.
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Today
Heritage Bank Hardwood
Tournament tat Calloway Co )
Clarksville Tenn
Calloway Co 9 p m
Graves Co vs Martin (Tenn I
Westview. 4 30 p m
KME Classic fat Trigg Co.)
Lone Oak VS CaldWPII (,,, f. 1`.
Kenton Co. Classic
Paducah Tilghman vs Highlands 7
pm
Lady Bomber Classic (at Ballard
Memorial)
Lake Co I Tenn ) vs Ballard Memorial
8 p m.
Livingston Cent at vs Community
Christian noon
OVC Basketball
Today
Austin Peay 78 Eastern Kentucky 51
Murray St 69 Western Kentucky 60
Sunday
Tennessee Tech 65. Eastern Minn-, 64
Southeast Missouri St 76 Jack!.ori..illr
St 67
Tennessee-Martin 87 William Wood
57
Tennessee Si 70 Morehead St EA
(OT
State Basketball
Today
Kentucky 85 Mississippi Valk,y St 60
Louisville 78 Gardner Webb 49

PREP WRESTLING

Starks, Littlepage runnersup at Caldwell tourney
Staff Report
Calloway County seniors
Keaton Starks and Aaron
Littlepage each placed second
Saturday at the I6-team Tiger
Classic.
Starks defeated Gabe Patrick
(Christian County) and Kyle
Bunch (Ohio County) by fall,
before losing to Michael Gray
(Kenwood, Tenn.) in the finals of
the 140 pound weight class.
Littlepage defeated Warren
Jones (Trigg County), Turner

Jones (Ravenwood, Tenn.) and
(7hris Bowen& (Ravensvaxxl.
Tenn.) before falling to Kegan
Agnew (Caldwell County) in the
finals.
Seven other Lakers also placed
in the tournament, with Nicholas
Walls claiming eighth in the 103pound class. Isaiah Frank fourth
in 119, Robbie Friedrich fifth in
125. Austin Holstom eighth in
152, Charlie Courtney sixth in
160. Travis Manning filth in 171
and Justin Hargrove fourth in 215.

ankful Giving
• Flovice House
a Rural Physician Education Program
• New Equipment Fund
• Unrestricted - Area where it is needed most

cro
allf/411

Behind every letter of gratitude
are caring donors who
support your hospital.

270.762.1908 or 270.762.1800

•Women
From Page 12
that without her efforts in the
full-court press over the game's
last four minutes, Murray State
would never have been in position to win the game.
In all, MSU forced 26
turnovers on the night, several
of which came as they rallied
from what was an eight-point
deficit with just 1:44 left to play.
The Racers put Jehlik on the
ball, where she used her length
to force the Salukis to cough up
several balls.
She also converted a threepoint play on a short-range
jumper to tie the game at 59 with
40 seconds remaining.
"Good job for our freshic."
said Mariah Robinson, who led
the Racers with a game-high 20
points. "She stepped up when

we definitely needed her the
most."
Head coach Rob Cross said
he was pleased with his squad's
intensity over the last four minutes of the game, but said he
needs to see it for a full 40.
"I was very proud of the
effort," Cross said. "The energy
on the bench was outstanding
the last four-and-a-half minutes.
I'm just disappointed for our
kids because they did work so
hard and were so excited at the
end of the ballgame."
The Racers (2-8, 0-2 OVC)
started three freshmen, two of
which were true freshmen, as
they continued to be hampered
by injuries.
To read the rest of this story,
please
visit
www.marravledgercom.
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"Hospice was a blessing to my wife Billie. an our ami,,lat
dunng her illness and the time of her passing in 1998 By
honoring her memory with this donation. it is ow hope tl
other families with similar situations will be helped through
Hospice as we were .
limum
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MURRAY-CA.LLOWAY
COUNTY

HOSPITAL

Endowment for Healthcare

www.mcchendowment.org
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Happy Holidays
t
io
irr& a big thank
you to all our
past & future
customers &
friends.
The Knight Family

Carpet Sc Inor
(Eaurring
403 Tom
Taylor Trail
(270)753-7728

Thank you for
your business.
Merry
Christmas
and
Happy New

Chavis
!teal estate
and Auction
304 N. 12th St.
(270)761 -7253

Vr

IP Happy Holidays
& best wishes
d to all of our

customers.

Gas Buster
Motors
Name
Brand
Discount
Shoes
800 S. 4th St.
(270)753-7634

V

FW' Merry Christmas
and
Happy New Year
from your
friends at Rudy's
on the square.

MERRY CHRISTMAS
Were proud to
serve this
community and
wish you all the
best in the
coming year.

INSURANCE
Lou V.
MeGary

(270)753-7890
800 a.m. - 800 p.m.

Happy
Holidays
• to our great
customers!

Best wishes
& Happy
Holidays

May the Christmas
season bless
you and yours
as we have been
blessed this
past year.
(hristtria,,i
Paul, Vickie,
& Kandis

GARLAND
RENTALS

k'o

TRENT
GARLAND
CONSTRUCTION
INC

(270)753-2905

(270)293-0541

Merry

Merry
Christmas
from your
friends at
Kenlake
Foods.

(I hrIstruds

!hank vou for
38 years Of
service.

Sban/
Muctioeteet.

3860 U.S. Hwy
641 N., Murray
(270)753-1725

Merry
Christmas
to all our past,
present, and
future
customers.

HaH's Waste
Management
1 593 Coles
Campground Rd.
(270)759-1151

Happy
Holidays
from Dr. Ron
Wuest, Dr. Jon
Wuest,
Stephanie
Foster and
Staff

Sefxsociates,
(270)435-4144

time of year
to say our
blessings and
celebrate the birth
of our savior.
A Special Thanks
to everyone who
had enough faith in
me to cast your
vote. My pledge is
to listen to your
concerns and
always vote with
you In mind.
Merry Christmas
Amos & Ju:Iy
Mc Carty
It's the

We want to
remind
everyone
the reason
for Christmas.

1 31 3 Johnson Blvd
(270)759-1945

\ 111

TRAVELING
PANTS

61

1 701 N. 1 2th St. ir I
(270)753-5007 MI

Wishing only
the best for
(Jul readers,
advertisers,
and patrons
this Holiday
Season.
From: The
staff of the
Murray Ledger
and Tinw

gaol*
ceAbuynactic

Merry Christmas
and Happy New
Year to all my
Lonsignors
and customers.
Sherry Hasty
& Staff

16O1 Hwy 121
Bypass

(270) 753-7743
tshir1s1(0)murray-ky.net

,EIREll&TIMES
1 001 Whitnell
(270) 753-191 6

